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Preface

The idea for writing this thesis originally came from by ambition to research a certain subject which
would allow me to contribute to a present-day discussion. My personal interest in wanting to know
more about working in the gig-economy and the legal questions it poses, turned out be a perfect fit. In
truth, my research only covers a small fraction of what is essentially a global issue. Nevertheless, I
hope to have provided new insights, which will inspire others to research this legal issue further.

Nijmegen, May 2019
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Introduction
When thinking about the use of a platform, one’s mind would probably drift to the existence of an
actual, tangible platform, like a drilling platform which can be found offshore to extract natural gasses.
Diving into the art of these kinds of platforms would be interesting, but unfortunately for those
interested minds, I have chosen to discuss and analyze a platform particularly less visible for the naked
eye. The lack of visibility is caused by the fact that the platform I am referring to cannot be found in
the ‘real’ world, but exists right next to it, in the digital one. New technologies and digitalization of
everything around us have an impact on all kinds of different concepts in our economy.
In particular, the concept of traditional labour has been confronted by emerging new business models
fuelled by the Internet and mobile devices.1 While the traditional concept of labour consists of a
worker being committed to an individual company2, the new approach companies are using, is based
on providing an online platform through which customers can be directly connected with individual
service providers.3 In other words, the basic principle of having a two party based relationship
between an employer and an employee has been succeeded by a triangular relationship between the
worker producing or performing the service, the end-user of the service and the platform, which
establishes itself as a digital intermediary which facilitates the whole process.4
These new kinds of business models are based on what has been called the ‘gig-economy’ or ‘ondemand economy’.5 This thesis focuses on one particular model which I prefer to address as ‘specific
offline gig-work’. Throughout the thesis, digital platforms Uber and Deliveroo are used as the main
examples of specific offline gig-work to substantiate my analysis. The companies behind the platforms
have used the advantages of the digital era to create a new concept which brings together supply and
demand, which is a logical consequence of the digitalization of our economy, as companies are
supposed to re-invent themselves and adjust to new circumstances.
Taking Uber as an example, we can determine that the triangular relationship as mentioned above
applies to the business model of this company. Uber owns an online platform which facilitates city
transport. The Uber application matches a user with a taxi driver who is closest to its location and the
user asks the driver to drive him or her to a location of choice. The drivers use their own cars and are
given the freedom to decide when and how much they want to work. So, the driver is the service
provider who performs the service, the user who asked for a ride is the end-user and Uber itself is the
digital intermediary.
We are not dealing with a typical employee-employer relationship, because three parties are involved,
but one could argue that the service providers who perform the service ultimately do so for an
employer. In the case of Uber, one could therefore argue that the drivers are employees employed by

1

R. Brescia, Regulating the sharing economy: New and old insights into an oversight regime for the peer-to peer
economy, Nebraska Law Review 2016/95, p. 88 & 89.
2
A. Todolí-Signes, The End of the Subordinate Worker? Collaborative Economy, On-Demand Economy, Gig
Economy, and the Crowdworkers’ Need for Protection, International Journal of Comparative Labour Law and
Industrial Relations (IJSCLLIR) 2017/33(2), p. 245.
3
A. Todolí-Signes, The ‘gig-economy’: employee, self-employed or the need for a special employment
regulation?, European Review of Labour and Research 2017/23(2), p. 193-205.
4
A. Steward & J. Stanford, Regulating work in the gig-economy: What are the options?, The Economic and
Labour Relations Review 2017/28(3), p. 420-437.
5
These terms do not form an exhaustive list as also other ‘labels’ have been used to describe this new business
model. I will elaborate on the use and differences in terminology in chapter one.
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Uber, because it conducts its core business through the service providers.6 But companies like Uber
argue something different.
They deny that the workers are employees, casting themselves simply as technology firms and
classifying their workers as independent contractors or being self-employed, pointing to those
worker’s freedom to set their own hours and freedom from direct supervision. 7 Worker advocates
accuse such companies of misclassifying their workers as independent contractors in order to avoid a
host of employment law obligations and workers have sued several companies for employment-related
harms.8 It seems as if the eternal battle between the freedom to conduct a business and flexibility of
employers on the one hand and the proper protection of employees on the other hand has taken a new
turn, presenting itself through this new way of doing business.
This thesis researches how specific offline gig-work could be regulated in the Netherlands in terms of
Dutch and/or European labour law and by whom with regard to working conditions. The Netherlands
is part of the free market and Europe is becoming more involved with social issues caused by such a
free market.9 Issues concerning new forms of employment and adequate labour law protection are no
longer limited to national legislation. Dutch labour law is (partially) harmonized by EU legislation,
mostly by the use of directives.10 As defined in article 288 TFEU, directives set out the goals to be
achieved but leave the Member States a discretion as to the ‘form and methods’ to be used.11 In
practical terms, the Member States must implement each directive into national law. This interaction
between national law and EU law shapes the existing regime of labour regulation and the protection
that can be derived from it in the Netherlands. Regulating specific offline gig-work on a national level
can thus not be done without looking at the framework of EU directives. The Dutch legislator is
therefore not entirely free to tackle employment issues by himself, the European legislator also plays
an important part in it.
My approach to conduct this research is two-sided. Firstly, it aims at researching the legal
classification of a specific offline gig-worker, focusing on the problem from a Dutch labour law and
European labour law perspective. The new way of working generates revenues beyond ‘traditional’
linear employment relationships and enables people to work according to flexible arrangements.12
Letting go of the traditional concept of work and emphasising on flexibility and digitalisation has been
accompanied by legal uncertainty regarding the legal status or legal position of the specific offline gigworker. Does he perform services on the basis of an employment contract or does he take on gigs as a
self-employed person?13 Authors have spoken of possible disruptiveness of the current labour market
regarding this classification issue.14 It is necessary to determine the legal classification of specific
offline gig-workers to be able to examine the directives regarding working conditions effectively.
A. Todolí-Signes, The ‘gig-economy’: employee, self-employed or the need for a special employment
regulation?, European Review of Labour and Research 2017/23(2), p. 193-205.
7
O’Connor v. Uber Techs, Inc (Uber II), 82 F. Supp. 3d 1133, 1138 (N.D. Cal. 2015) (summarizing Uber’s
arguments against employment status).
8
B. Rogers, Employment as a Legal Concept, Legal Studies Research Papers Series: Philadelphia: Temple
University 2015, p. 480.
9
F.G. Laagland, Voorbij de grenzen van het werknemersbegrip. Een Europese analyse van de zzp-plannen van
het Nederlandse kabinet, Rede uitgesproken bij de aanvaarding van het ambt van hoogleraar (Europees)
arbeidsrecht aan de Faculteit der Rechtsgeleerdheid van de Radboud Universiteit op donderdag 27 september
2018, Nijmegen: Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen, p. 6.
10
W.H.A.C.M. Bouwens, M.S. Houwerzijl & W.L. Roozendaal, Schets van het Nederlandse arbeidsrecht,
Deventer: Wolters Kluwer 2017, p. 501.
11
A.C.L. Davies, EU Labour Law, Edward Elgar Publishing Limited 2012, p. 39.
12
COM (2016) 356 final, A European agenda for the collaborative economy, p. 13.
13
F. Dekker, Werken in de kluseconomie, Beleid en Maatschappij 2018/45 (2), p. 190.
14
M. Smink and others, Een eerlijke klusseneconomie, Beleid en Maatschappij, 2018/45(2), p. 206.
6
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Secondly, it aims at researching what protection those service providers can derive from a limited
selection of European directives concerning working conditions (and the Dutch implementation
thereof), and what that means for the freedom of the Netherlands to regulate these kind of platforms in
terms of employment law.
Because the scope of this thesis is limited, I have chosen to focus on one particular theme of labour
law protection: working conditions. This aspect of labour law protection is of primary importance as it
directly affects the employee and the labour he performs. Entitlements to for example, safe working
conditions, maximum working hours and holiday pay are essential protective measures, traditionally
guaranteed to ‘ordinary’ employees.15 Specific offline gig-workers are currently not entitled to any
protection, therefore it seems more than logical to research a theme which is aimed at the providing
basic employment rights.16
As stated before, Uber and Deliveroo are used as the main test cases to substantiate the analysis. These
two well-known platforms have been the subject of several legal procedures regarding the
admissibility of their business model and the labour law protection they should or should not
guarantee to the service providers who provide services through their platforms. Furthermore,
comparing Uber and Deliveroo will shine a light on the different ways substance can be given to such
a specific platform and will show how differences in organizing and facilitating the service delivery
affect the aforementioned legal issues.
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter one starts with discussing the use and differences in
terminology regarding the new business model. It continues with outlining the concept of specific
offline gig-work by describing Uber and Deliveroo and its characteristics.
Next, the legal framework of employee in Dutch labour law is set out in chapter two. This framework
is then used to determine the legal classification of the services providers who work through Uber and
Deliveroo in Dutch labour law. Also, it briefly explores a way of flexibly regulating atypical work in
the Netherlands. Chapter three has a similar structure as chapter two. Firstly, it outlines the legal
framework of worker in European labour law. Secondly, the framework is used to determine if the
service providers who work through Uber and Deliveroo can be classified as workers in European
labour law. Furthermore, it looks into the idea of flexibly regulating specific offline-work by using a
new category of worker.
Following the outcome of the classifications, chapter four discusses the scope and content of the
Framework Directive on Health and Safety (Directive 89/391/EEC), the Working Time Directive
(Directive 2003/88/EC) and the Directive on the organization of working time of persons performing
mobile road transport activities (Directive 2002/15/EC). It examines what labour law protection
service providers who work through Uber and Deliveroo can derive from those directives and if that
protection is sufficient or not. Moreover, it illustrates which form of flexible regulation as set out in
chapter two and three is more appropriate to deal with specific offline gig-work. The thesis ends with
chapter five, which provides an overview of the conclusions which can be derived from the first three
chapters. Lastly, it discusses the research from chapter four, on the basis of which it provides
recommendations on how to regulate platforms such as Uber and Deliveroo with regard to working
conditions, while it also provides some general recommendations on how to deal with specific offline
gig-work.
15

A. Aloisi, Commoditized Workers. Case Study Research on Labour Law Issues Arising from a Set of OnDemand/Gig Economy Platforms, Comparative Labour Law & Policy Journal 2015/37(3), p. 683.
16
Other themes such as equal treatment and reorganisation (collective dismissal, employee participation, transfer
of undertaking) are also important, but less of an priority than working conditions.
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Chapter one: A new type of business model
In the introduction I already mentioned that this thesis only focuses on one particular type of business
model that can be derived from the new business model, so it is part of a larger whole. In the following
paragraphs I will discuss definitions which have been used in literature to address the new business
model and the different types that come along with it. Furthermore, I will propose the usage of a
proper definition to address the type of model this thesis deals with and elaborate on the concept and
characteristics of the particular type by using Uber and Deliveroo as primary test cases.
§1.1. Use and differences in terminology
The model tends to be addressed by being part of the gig-economy and on-demand economy, which
are used interchangeably.17 However, they do not have the same meaning. Gig-economy refers to a
business model which focuses on irregular work or ‘gigs’ facilitated by a digital platform 18, whereas
on-demand economy covers a series of different business altogether which all share the idea of using
an online platform to match supply and demand.19 On-demand economy could therefore be used to
describe a business model where the internet allows platforms to have large pools of workers waiting
for a customer’s request, like ‘gigs’, but it can also be used in a broader sense.20 In literature, authors
have tried to explain the use of different terminology and provide more clearance in the matter. De
Stefano, for example, argues that the term gig-economy includes labour-platforms which can be
distinguished in two categories21:
i.
ii.

Crowdwork, involving working activities that can be completed and delivered through online
platforms.
Work on-demand via apps, involving the execution of traditional working activities such as
transport or delivery which are organised through online platforms managed by companies
which may retain control over important aspects of the work.

By dividing the labour-platforms in two categories, De Stefano essentially wanted to establish a
distinction between on the one hand work that can be performed completely online and on the other
hand work that requires an actual, physical performance. His description of each category is clear, but
the terminology he uses is not. The first category is addressed as ‘crowdwork’ where De Stefano refers
to the definition of Howe: it consists of outsourcing work, traditionally carried out by an employee, to
an indefinite and usually large number of people in form of an open call.22

17

A. Aloisi, Commoditized Workers. Case Study Research on Labour Law Issues Arising from a Set of OnDemand/Gig Economy Platforms, Comparative Labour Law & Policy Journal 2015/37(3), p. 653.
18
A. Stewart & J. Stanford, Regulating work in the gig economy: What are the options?, The Economic and
Labour Relations Review 2017/28(3), p. 420-437.
19
A. Todolí-Signes, The End of Subordinate Worker? Collaborative Economy, On-Demand Economy, Gig
Economy, and the Crowdworkers’ Need for Protection, International Journal of Comparative Labour Law and
Industrial Relations (IJSCLLIR) 2017/33(2), p. 245.
20
Ibid.
21
V. De Stefano, The Rise of the ‘’Just-in-Time’’ Workforce: On-Demand Work, Crowd Work and Labour
Protection in the Gig-Economy, ILO Conditions of Work and Employment Series no. 71, Geneva: International
Labour Office 2015, p. 1 ; A. Steward & J. Stanford, Regulating work in the gig economy: What are the
options?, The Economic and Labour Relations Review 2015/28(3), p. 420-437.
22

J.Howe,
The
rise
of
Crowdsourcing,
Wired,
1
https://www.wired.com/2006/06/crowds/ (last accessed: 21 October 2018).

June

2016.

Available

at:
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This definition does not exclude working activities organised by online platforms which need physical
performance, while De Stefano stated that only working activities that can be completed and delivered
through online platforms can be considered as crowdwork.
Therefore, ‘work on-demand via apps’ could qualify as crowdwork as well and should have been a
subcategory of crowdwork, instead of being considered as a different category. This illustrates the
confusion that surrounds the use of the appropriate terminology.
Todolí-Signes has taken another approach to clarify the terminological confusion by using the term
on-demand economy, which covers as mentioned above, a broad range of businesses, as a starting
point to distinguish between three different business models, being: sharing economy, online
crowdsourcing and offline crowdsourcing.23
i.
ii.
iii.

Sharing economy, involving companies that offer owners the opportunity to share their goods
with potential users through online platforms.
Online crowdsourcing, involving work that can be performed virtually through online
platforms without any physical work by the service provider.
Offline crowdsourcing, involving work organised by online platforms that has to be performed
physically by the service provider.

The first business model Todolí-Signes describes refers to companies such as Airbnb, where owners
can rent out their homes for a selected period of time to potential users. This market is primarily
focused on sharing goods with others and not on providing services or performing working activities.
Businesses similar to Airbnb24 lie outside the scope of labour law, because the main element of the
transaction does not revolve around service delivery and an imbalance of positions cannot be
established.25 Both online and offline crowdsourcing fall under the scope of labour law, because they
do actually involve working activities and revolve around service delivery. As stated above, the main
difference between the two can be found in the way services are delivered, either virtually or
physically. Todolí-Signes also adds another important distinction within the two categories of
crowdsourcing, namely the use of a generic or specific platform.26 Generic platforms offer any kinds
of tasks27, while specific platforms only offer a particular service, like the transport service of Uber
and the delivery service of Deliveroo.
In the light of Todolí-Signes’ terminology, the business model this thesis discusses could be addressed
as consisting of ‘specific offline crowdwork’ or ‘offline crowdwork using a specific platform’. While
De Stefano only tried to categorise ‘gig-economy’ in essentially online or offline crowdwork,

23

A. Todolí-Signes, The End of Subordinate Worker? Collaborative Economy, On-Demand Economy, Gig
Economy, and the Crowdworkers’ Need for Protection, International Journal of Comparative Labour Law and
Industrial Relations (IJSCLLIR) 2017/33(2), p. 245.
24
Bla Bla Car for example, which in the essence is a carpool business. Owners charge users for driving along to
certain destinations.
25
A. Todolí-Signes, The End of Subordinate Worker? Collaborative Economy, On-Demand Economy, Gig
Economy, and the Crowdworkers’ Need for Protection, International Journal of Comparative Labour Law and
Industrial Relations (IJSCLLIR) 2017/33(2), p. 246.
26
A. Todolí-Signes, The End of Subordinate Worker? Collaborative Economy, On-Demand Economy, Gig
Economy, and the Crowdworkers’ Need for Protection, International Journal of Comparative Labour Law and
Industrial Relations (IJSCLLIR) 2017/33(2), p. 247.
27
Amazon Mechanical Turk is an example of a platform where users can provide a wide range of small
administrative tasks, for example categorising products or labelling of pictures.
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Todolí-Signes went a step further in categorising ‘on-demand economy’ and also added the
distinction of generic or specific platform to the categories of online and offline crowdwork. I prefer
the latter, because otherwise the range of online and offline platforms still remains too broad to
successfully label the business model.
§1.2. A proper definition
The usage of different terminology and specifications in the foregoing paragraph leads to the
following list of definitions:
Gig-work, involving crowdwork that can be performed either virtually through online
platforms or has to be performed physically by the service provider.
•
•

Online gig-work, involving work that can be performed virtually through online
platforms without any physical work by the service provider.
Offline gig-work, involving work organised by online platforms that has to be
performed physically by the service provider.
o Generic platform, involving a platform which offers different kinds of
services.
o Specific platform, involving a platform which offers a particular service.
▪ Generic online gig-work, involving work that can be performed
virtually through generic online platforms without any physical work
by the service provider.
▪ Specific online gig-work, involving work that can be performed
virtually through specific online platforms without any physical work
by the service provider.
▪ Generic offline gig-work, involving work organised by generic online
platforms that has to be performed physically by the service provider.
▪ Specific offline gig-work, involving work organised by specific online
platforms that has to be performed physically by the service provider.
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Such a list might call for a more visual understanding of how the different terms and definitions relate
to one another. Therefore, I constructed the simplified outline below:
Gig-work

Online (virtual) gig-work

Generic platform

Generic online gig-work

Offline (physical) gig-work

Specific platform

Specific online gig-work

Generic platform

Specific platform

Generic offline gig-work Specific offline gig-work

First off, I have taken ‘gig-work’ as the umbrella term, instead of using ‘gig-economy or on-demand
economy’, because the word ‘economy’ implies to cover more than simply work related issues and
‘on-demand’ also can refer to non-working activities. Both are not well-equipped to address what we
are dealing with, whereas ‘gig-work’ does the job effectively: we are dealing with work which consists
of irregular work opportunities, more commonly known as ‘gigs’.
In contrast to De Stefano and Todolí-Signes, I would propose to replace the term ‘crowdwork’ or
‘crowdsourcing’ with ‘gig-work’. Since we are talking about gig-work, why add another term to the
mix which causes only unnecessary confusion. And moreover, gig-work is essentially crowdwork, as
large crowds are waiting to perform a particular service either virtually or physically. Finally, the type
of platform that is used, determines which kind of gig-work is applicable.
If we go back to defining the business model this thesis focuses on, the taxi service of Uber and the
delivery service of Deliveroo, we start from the top: yes, we are dealing with gig-work.28 The services
provided have to be performed physically and both platforms are specific, they only offer a particular
service. Thus, we can say that we can address the business model as consisting of organising and
facilitating ‘specific offline gig-work’.
§1.3. Characteristics of specific offline gig-work
Since we have gotten our terminology straight, what actually characterises specific offline gig-work?
What is so different about this business model in relation to ‘a normal way’ of working? Well, it is
always easier to use concrete examples to examine the characteristics, in this thesis those examples
being Uber and Deliveroo. Let’s take a closer look at both types of specific offline gig-work.

In paragraph 1.3.3 I will extensively analyse the characteristics of ‘gig-work’, for now the requirement of
consisting of irregular work opportunities suffices.
28
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§1.3.1. Uber
Uber profiles itself as a game-changing company that allows riders to make on-demand pre-bookings
via the Uber platform with a touch of their smartphone for quality transportation services provided by
partner drivers.29 This summarises the concept of Uber, which was founded in the USA and has
expanded globally, while maintaining the same operation of the platform in every country. I stated in
the introduction that Uber is based on a triangular relationship:
Uber (platform)

Driver

Customer (user)

The interesting part of this triangle from a labour law perspective is, not surprisingly, the relationship
between the platform and the driver, as the drivers are the ones who perform the transport service Uber
facilitates. So, how do you become a driver? According to Uber, most people can become drivers. The
requirements vary city by city but there are a few minimum requirements: meet the minimum age,
being legally allowed to drive in your country and of course, possession of a smartphone is required. If
so far, so good, you can sign up online. To get through the authorisation process you need to upload
the required documents30 and complete a driver screening.
Then remains the question, are you going to use your own car or not? Preferably, you will use your
own car, but if you do not own one, Uber also facilitates the possibility of leasing a car. If you want to
use your own car, it has to be part of the vehicle options Uber has. There are several options and Uber
provides a list which consists of all the allowed vehicles per option.31 Furthermore, the preferred
vehicle has to comply with certain regulations which can also vary by city. Using your own car also
means providing your car registration and insurance. Finally, if everything is approved and verified,
you are ready to hit the road.
Uber addresses the drivers as ‘partners’, which implies the existence of an equal or horizontal
relationship between the platform and the driver. However in practise, one can observe that the use of
that particular terminology can strike as quite misleading. As a driver, you are given the flexibility to
set your own hours and decide when and how long you want to work. But you are not able to charge
whatever you want. No, Uber calculates the fares based on how far and how long the trip took to

29

Uber 2018, Career List. Available at: https://www.uber.com/nl/careers/list/42217/ (last accessed: 24
September 2018)
30
Those required documents consist of no less than valid documentation to drive in your country, proof of
residency in your city or province and a driver profile photo.
31
For example, in the Netherlands there are three options. Most drivers choose for UberX, because the car can
have a maximum age of ten years, while UberBlack and UberVan demand a maximum age of five and seven
years respectively. For comparison, in France a driver has five options and the maximum age for UberX is only
six years, with the exception of electric and hybrid cars, which are allowed to be ten years old. See for more
detailed information https://www.uber.com/en-NL/drive/resources/vehicle-requirements/ (last accessed: 24
September 2018) and https://www.uber.com/fr/drive/resources/vehicle-requirements/ (last accessed: 24
September 2018).
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complete.32 Averagely, the driver gets paid 75% of the fare, while Uber takes a 25% commission.33
The driver’s cut might seem reasonable, but drivers are also responsible for their own running
expenses, including petrol, taxes34 and insurance.
Uber denies there being any kind of employee-employer relationship. The Uber Community
Guidelines describe several scenario’s which allow Uber to deny a driver access to the platform or
even go as far as issuing permanent deactivation of the account.35 So, essentially cutting off a selfemployed driver of performing his ‘own’ service and by doing so exercising a form of ‘control’ over
drivers. Above all, Uber expects the drivers to deliver quality. Todolí-Signes stated rightly so that as a
traditional company would do, a company dedicated to transport services wishes to keep its brand
highly valued and in order to achieve this, the platform needs to ensure that the workers on the
platform provide a good service.36 In Uber’s case, it most importantly tries to achieve high quality
performance of the transport service by measuring the Star Ratings given by users and the
Cancellation Rate of drivers.37 After every trip, a user is able to rate the driver on a scale of one to five
stars, as well as give feedback on how the trip went. If your average Star Rating falls below the
minimum that is required in the city you drive, even after receiving multiple notifications that your
rating is failing, you will lose access to your account. The Cancellation Rate works the other way
around, there being a maximum cancellation rate in each city and if after multiple alerts your rate
continues to exceed the maximum limit, you may lose access to your account. These controlmechanisms do indicate a presence of subordination in the relationship between Uber and the driver,
on which I will elaborate more in paragraph 1.3.3.
§1.3.2. Deliveroo
Deliveroo profiles itself as a food delivery service, which has a goal to create the best food delivery
experience in the world.38 Founded in 2013 in the United Kingdom, the business has already spread to
several countries in and outside Europe, using the same operational system in every country. While
Deliveroo’s business model qualifies as a type of specific offline gig-work, it does not like Uber,
correspond perfectly with the aforementioned triangular relationship:
32

These fares can increase during times of high demand for rides, for example when there are not enough drivers
in a specific area to accommodate the number of users requesting a ride. See also:
https://www.uber.com/info/how-much-do-drivers-with-uber-make/ (last accessed: 24 September 2018).
33
N. Change, Uber hikes its fares as petrol price rises, The Times Live, 1 August 2018. Available at:
https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/consumer-live/2018-08-01-uber-hikes-its-fares-as-petrol-price-rises/, J. Van
Bergerijk,
Overleven
als
Uberchauffeur,
De
Volkskrant.
Available
at:
https://www.volkskrant.nl/kijkverder/2017/uber/, P. Westerberg, Uber vs. taxi: dit verdient een Uberchauffeur,
De Geldpers, 5 March 2017. Available at: https://degeldpers.nl/uber-vs-taxi-verdient-uber-chauffeur/ (last
accessed: 24 September 2018).
34
Uber states that as an independent contractor running your own business, taxes from your earnings are not
withheld by the government. This means that it is your responsibility to file taxes at the end of the year.
35
Uber 2018, Community Guidelines. Available at: https://www.uber.com/en-AU/legal/communityguidelines/anz-en/ (last accessed: 24 September 2018).
36
A. Todolí-Signes, The End of Subordinate Worker? Collaborative Economy, On-Demand Economy, Gig
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Partner restaurants
Deliveroo (platform)

Delivery Rider

Customer (user)

As you can see, it seems that we are dealing with four parties here instead of three. In short, it works
as follows: Deliveroo has concluded contracts with several ‘partner’ restaurants involving offering
meals and taking orders. Customers are the ones who order meals via using the Deliveroo website or
application on their smartphone and the riders are the ones who use the Deliveroo application to the
pick-up and deliver the meals to the customers. Instead of eating their meals at the restaurant itself,
customers choose to eat their meals somewhere else. The nature of the service performance of the
restaurants does not change in this construction, they do what they always have done: serve meals and
sell them. The only difference is that they are using a third party to deliver their meals for them.
Deliveroo, on the other hand, created a new service performance by organising and facilitating the
delivery service. A rider has no contractual relationship and no interaction with the restaurants
whatsoever, he only picks up meals. Furthermore, the restaurant does not seem to exercise any control
or supervision with regard to the rider and his service performance.39 Based on those findings, I would
argue that the restaurants do not in any way fulfil an employment related role with regard to the riders,
only Deliveroo possibly does. So, again the relationship between the platform and the actual service
performer, the rider, has to be researched further.
You do not need much to sign up for a career in the delivery business of Deliveroo. Being sixteen
years or older, owning a safe bike or scooter and a smartphone will get you almost there. Once you
have joined the ‘Roo Community’ you are offered the flexibility to work whenever you want. You
have access to rider gear provided by Deliveroo’s web shop, which consists of a backpack, thermal
bag and coat, but you can also use your own gear if they meet the safety and quality standards.40 For
every delivery you complete, you receive a fee based on the distance of the order. Additionally, you
can get tips. Deliveroo also provides ‘incentives’ which a rider can earn on top of the fee and tips in
question if a rider delivers a particular target of orders. Moreover, Deliveroo offers ‘Free Rider
Insurance’ which entails protection against loss of income, third party liability cover and insurance for
treatment and medical cost, only if an incident or accident causing the damages occurred while you
were working.41 Lastly, you are obliged to sign a ‘Supplier Agreement’ which states that:
‘You are a supplier in business on your own account who wishes to join Deliveroo’s supplier pool, on
and subject to the below terms and conditions, and are able to meet the service standards Deliveroo
expects as more fully set out in the Schedule to this Agreement. You are a self-employed supplier and
therefore acknowledge that you are neither an employee of Deliveroo, nor a worker within the
meaning of any employment rights legislation.’
39
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In other words, Deliveroo explicitly and undoubtedly qualifies the relationship between the platform
and the rider as a horizontal one. This means that by signing the contract, a rider agrees with being a
self-employed supplier and not a worker, who would be protected by labour law legislation and be
entitled to minimum rights.42 Being qualified as self-employed would not be such a bad thing,
however, Deliveroo is in control of setting out its policy. It can exercise unilateral control to change
the terms on which they engage their workforce, for example by removing or adding provisions and
clauses to the contracts.43 I mentioned before that using rider gear provided by Deliveroo is optional,
but that was not always the case. Before, you had to pay a deposit and in return you received an
equipment pack. Deliveroo stated that it changed this condition in favour of the riders, so they could
also work for other food delivery companies with their non-branded gear.44 It may sound like a fair
argument, but purchasing such a gear is expensive and especially a burden if riding for Deliveroo is
your primary source of income.45
§1.3.3. Analysis of the characteristics
As mentioned in paragraph 1.3, both Uber and Deliveroo facilitate specific offline gig-work and
although they do not focus on the same performance of services, their way of execution does show
similarities.
▪

Providing a low threshold to apply: both platforms claim that almost everyone is able to join
their community and looking at their minimum requirements as described above, that is
essentially true. They are not seeking particularly qualified individuals, they want numbers to
expand their territory and grow globally.46

▪

Guaranteeing flexible working hours: the most appealing aspect of involving oneself in
performing offline services through an online platform such as Uber and Deliveroo is being
able to decide when and how much you want to work. No more contractual obligations
regarding fixed hours you have to comply with.

▪

Decreasing supervision or managing: the two aforementioned characteristics result in there
being plenty of service providers who all work different hours and in different places. It would
be impossible to supervise all those service providers directly and sufficiently, so therefore the
platforms rely on their clients for feedback. Also, without there being supervision while
performing the services, service providers are put in a less dependent position.

▪

Showing signs of control or subordination: while both platforms explicitly deny there being
any kind of employee-employer relationship between the service provider and the platform,
there are some aspects relating to each platform that beg to differ.
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First off, Uber evaluates the drivers foremost by the ratings they receive and if those ratings
are not good enough, this could lead to temporary or even permanent deactivation of a driver’s
account. In the O’Connor case the US Court ruled that Uber cannot be only a technological
company bringing together supply and demand, if Uber is able to intervene in how work is
done. The European Court of Justice also ruled in a Spanish affair that Uber provides a
transportation service and can thus not simply be a technological company.47
Interestingly, the UK Employment Tribunal and the French Employment Tribunal do not see
eye to eye on this matter. Uber lost its case before the court and the judges ruled that Uber is a
transportation business which wrongly classified the drivers as self-employed contractors,
while the French court that Uber is in the business of intermediation and not that of a
transportation service and therefore did not act as an employer.48
A control or subordination aspect regarding Deliveroo can be found in the ability to
unilaterally control the terms on which they conclude contracts with the riders. If you want to
be a rider, you are obliged to sign the contract and if you do not sign, it ends there. In a Dutch
case the judge ruled that the relationship between Deliveroo and a rider could not be qualified
as there being an employee-employer one, because the rider had knowingly agreed to become
a self-employed supplier. The court also stated that if offering such contracts by platforms as
Deliveroo is deemed undesirable, it is up to the legislator to take measures.49
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Chapter two: Classification of a specific offline gig-worker in Dutch labour law
In chapter one I limited the scope of this thesis to specific offline gig-work, which consisted of a
specific service offered by a digital platform that is performed physically by a service provider on an
irregular basis. I determined such a digital platform to be a specific offline platform, while I used the
term specific offline gig-worker for such a service provider. It would be wrong to assume that the all
specific offline platforms can be regarded as equal. On the contrary, those platforms can still differ
greatly from each other, considering the fact that each platform has given its own execution to a
similar business model and by doing so creating an own identity.50 Also, every labour relationship
between a specific offline gig-worker and a specific offline platform can be different and should be
assessed individually. Therefore, it is important to state that classifying a specific offline gig-worker in
general cannot be done in an absolute manner, but classifying a legal relationship between a particular
specific offline platform and a group of specific offline gig-workers in general is possible.51
In the following paragraphs I will firstly set out the legal framework of employee in the national law
of the Netherlands, before applying the legal framework in attempt to provide an adequate assessment
of the legal status of Uber drivers and Deliveroo riders. Based on that classification, I will briefly
explore so-called flexible labour relationships in Dutch law. These flexible labour relationships
deviate from the general or traditional employment relationship, meaning that they do not involve an
employee who has, generally speaking, a non-fixed-term employment contract on the basis of which
he works forty hours a week. This paragraph will shortly outline a way of flexible regulation in the
Netherlands.
§2.1. Legal framework of employee in Dutch labour law
I have consistently addressed that the legal uncertainty regarding the legal status of a specific offline
gig-worker revolves around the distinction between him being an employee or a self-employed person.
Saying something meaningful regarding this proposed classification requires explaining when one
actually classifies as one or the other.
In Dutch labour law, legal definitions or concepts of those two classifications do not exist as such.
Instead, I am bound to use the legal definition of the contract of employment to determine whether the
parties to the contract can be classified as employee and employer, or possibly something else entirely.
Contract of employment
The definition of the contract of employment is laid down in article 7:610 of the Dutch Civil Code
(hereafter: DCC). This provision states that a contract of employment is a contract whereby one party,
the employee, undertakes to perform work in the service of the other party, the employer, for
remuneration during a given period.52 This legal definition contains three prominent elements:53
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1) The employee has to perform work;
2) The employer has to provide remuneration;
3) The employee has perform the work in service of the employer.
The phrase ‘during a given period’ has no substantial meaning. The provision does not require the
contract of employment to have a minimum length, therefore very small jobs, covering only a few
hours or days, may be classified as contracts of employment.54
1) Work
The employee is obliged to perform work. The nature of the work is not important, it can have
a physical or mental nature; even sleeping can be considered as working.55 The work must be
of value to the other party. If the work is primarily focused on extending the knowledge and
experience of the one who performs the work, for example when we are dealing with an
internship agreement, the contract cannot be considered being a contract of employment.56
Apart from being obliged to perform work, the employee is also obliged to perform the work
himself. He may not arrange to be replaced by a third party except with consent of the
employer, following article 7:659 DCC.57
2) Remuneration
The meaning of remuneration in the light of article 7:610 DCC has a wide scope and can be
defined as: the compensation the employer is obliged to provide to the employee for the work
he performs.58 The remuneration will mostly be set in money, but it can also be set in kind.
The decisive factor entails there being an obligation of the employer to provide compensation
for the work that is done.59
3) In service of
The third element of article 7:610 DCC consists of the circumstance that the employee
performs the work in service of the employer. In other words, there has to be a relationship
based on authority or subordination.
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According to case law, the notion ‘in subordination to’ entails that the employer has the
authority, on the grounds of the underlying contract, to unilaterally issue binding rules or
instructions concerning how the work should be done or how to advance the organisation of
the enterprise.60 This control test is the main legal tool used to distinguish a contract of
employment from other contracts which involve labour, such as the contract for services
involving a self-employed person.61 Distinguishing between those two categories is crucial
with regard to matters of protection. When working as a self-employed person, your
entitlement to labour law protection is relatively low.62
However, distinguishing the two abovementioned contracts from each other is not always
simple. On the basis of article 7:402 DCC, a self-employed person is also obliged to follow up
instructions the contracting party has given him. Thus, the control test cannot always be used
to make the proper distinction between labour contracts. Therefore the courts execute a wider
assessment which takes into account a balance of various factors which are relevant for the
nature of the subordination. This is done case-by-case on the basis of indicators such as:
-

whether the principal can give directives and the extent to which the worker is bound to them;
the freedom of the worker to determine whether to work or not;
the measure of liberty the worker has in the organisation of his work and the fixation of his
working hours;
who bears the entrepreneurial risks;
who provides and finances the raw materials and tools;
to what extent the worker is performing other activities besides the one concerned;
whether during illness, holidays, etc. the remuneration is continued;
whether the work was more or less incidental, etc.63
The explanatory memorandum of article 7:610 DCC discusses the desirability of maintaining
the element of ‘in service of’. Firstly, the memorandum refers to an older discussion on that
topic, which entailed the suggestion of replacing ‘in service of’ by ‘performing work in a
company or housekeeping of the other party’.64 This suggestion was rejected by arguing that
this element, from which the concept of 'subordination' of the employee and 'authority’ of the
employer is read, has formed a useful criterion for distinguishing the employment contract
from other agreements, such as a contract for services.65 It was not without uncertainty in
borderline cases, but those borderline cases were inevitable in a situation in which a legal
concept encompassed a large amount of socially varying relationships.66 Secondly, the
memorandum states that the aforementioned discussion is still present, but that has not let the
legislator to modify the element of ‘in service of’.67 While referring to the already given
arguments, the case law also showed that the current description is not an obstacle to classify
highly divergent relationships as contracts of employment.68
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In other words, the legislator acknowledged that the formulation of this element did not need
to undergo any changes and is capable of distinguishing the contract of employment from
other contracts, even when confronted with atypical cases.
Intention of the parties and actual execution
The Supreme Court of the Netherlands (hereafter: the Supreme Court) provided guidelines in its case
law with regard to distinguishing a contract of employment from other contracts which involve labour,
by emphasising the importance of the intention of the parties and the actual execution of the concluded
contract.
In the case Groen/Schoevers, the Supreme Court ruled that what applies between the parties has to be
determined not only on the basis of the rights and obligations that the parties had in mind when
entering into the legal relationship, but also the manner in which the parties have actually given
execution to the legal relationship and thus have given substance to it.69 On the basis of that substance
it has to be determined if the contract is a contract of employment, a contract to render services by a
self-employed person or another contract.70 When classifying the contract not a single characteristic is
decisive, but the different legal consequences which the parties have attached to their legal relationship
must be viewed in their mutual context.71 The Court also ruled that the social position of the one
performing the work has to be taken into account.72
Furthermore, the classification given to the contract by the parties is of importance, but not decisive.73
The real intention of the parties is decisive. They cannot withdraw themselves from applicable
legislation by simply addressing their contract differently.74 A contract which is explicitly addressed
by the parties as a contract of employment, cannot be classified as such, if the actual execution
regarding the contract determines the contract not be a contract of employment.75 This approach
regarding the classification of a contract could have one wondering if the classification is based on
identifying the actual intention via the actual execution or on identifying how the intention and the
actual execution relate to each other. I would argue for the second option and that when confronted
with difficulties regarding the classification of a contract involving labour, the contract itself and its
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actual execution have to be examined, while taking into account all the relevant factors of the legal
relationship. It is about the ‘total picture’.76 An individual assessment is thus necessary.
To give a more practical view of how national courts deal with classification issues regarding a
contract involving labour and the relationship between the intention of the parties and the actual
execution of the contract, I will discuss a recent case below. It provides a clear and structured
assessment of classifying a contract of labour, more interestingly because it also deals with uncertainty
regarding the legal status of the ‘workers’ involved and the legal question if they are self-employed
persons or employees.
§2.1.1. An illustration of a practical application of the legal framework
This case concerned a dispute between newspaper deliverers (hereafter: the claimants) and a
distribution company (hereafter: the defendant).77 The claimants claimed that the contracts they
concluded with the defendant were wrongly classified as contracts to render services ex. 7:400 DCC
instead of contracts of employment ex. 7:610 DCC and were therefore being deprived of labour law
protection. The court firstly referred to the Groen/Schoevers case and the given guidelines by the
Supreme Court, before approaching the classification issue by answering two main questions:
1) What did the parties have in mind when entering into the legal relationship?
2) In what manner have the parties given execution to the legal relationship?
The court emphasized to take into account all the circumstances of the case when answering the two
legal questions. With regard to the first question, the court considered the following:
-

-

In the contracts is explicitly stated that these are contracts to render services; several texts
sufficiently clarify the contracts not being contracts of employment.
The claimants did not attach much importance to the nature of the legal relationship, but were
primarily focused on finding a paid job.
In retrospective the court acknowledged that the claimants would have given preference to
concluding a contract of employment, but they did not argue that they actually had concluding
a contract of employment in mind.
If the parties extensively discussed or did not discuss the nature of the contracts and its
consequences for the claimants and if the claimants understood or did not understand that
were going to deliver newspapers as a contractor and not as an employee, is not decisive when
determining the intention of the parties.

The court continued with answering the second question:
-

The work entailed the delivery of newspapers before a certain time of day at specified
addresses and the claimants were free to perform the work in the way they deemed suitable.
The court addressed the work being of such a simple nature that providing specific instructions
by the defendant were not necessary. However, for the existence of a relationship of
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-

-

subordination it is not required that instructions are actually given, but that those instructions
can be given.
The claimants did not argue that the defendant could have given instructions that could have
pointed at a relationship of subordination, nor have the claimants provided concrete examples
to substantiate the matter.
The claimants had been granted a wide degree of freedom to replace themselves with someone
else. Therefore, there could not be a personal obligation to perform work on the basis of article
7:659 DCC.

Based on the answers of the aforementioned questions, the court ruled that the legal relationship
between the claimants and the defendant could not be classified as a contract of employment. The
intention of the parties when entering into the contract was not aimed at entering a contract of
employment, nor was sufficiently proved that there was a relationship of subordination and a personal
obligation to perform work. The nature of the work entails performing work up to a few hours a day
for a fee that mainly depends on the number of newspapers and other printed material, whereas the
contractor remains responsible for his replacement during illness or holiday. The argued economically
unequal position and the economic dependence of the claimants does not lead to a different judgement
according to the court.
The examination of the court shows a complementary relationship between the intention of the parties
when entering into the legal relationship and the actual execution of the legal relationship. In this case
the intention of the parties was not determined to be focused on a contract of employment and the
actual execution could in the court’s eyes not prove otherwise. The examination also shows the
important nature of the casuistic and individual assessment, as the details of the case are
fundamentally decisive for the actual classification. Interestingly enough, this case harbours quite a
few parallels with the classification of a specific offline gig-worker and his legal relationship with the
digital platform.
§2.2. Application of the legal framework in Dutch labour law to Uber and Deliveroo
When classifying the labour relationship between two parties, we saw that two main questions have to
be answered: what did the parties have in mind when entering into the legal relationship and in what
manner have the parties given execution to the legal relationship. This assessment is simultaneously
focused on the legal relationships both Uber and Deliveroo have with the specific offline gig-workers,
who are either drivers or riders respectively. To substantiate my assessment, I will refer to two recent
Dutch cases dealing with classifying Deliveroo riders in Dutch labour law, while drawing parallels
with Uber.78
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Intention of the parties
In chapter one I referred to case X/Deliveroo, where the court ruled that the legal relationship between
X and Deliveroo had to be classified as constituting a contract of services and not a contract of
employment, while in the most recent case FNV/Deliveroo, the same court ruled the exact opposite.
With regard to the first question, both rulings referred to the ‘rights and obligations’ the parties had
in mind when entering into the legal relationship, which is more specific than the actual question as
formulated in Groen/Schoevers, but can be used as well to determine the intention of the parties.79
Interestingly, this question was approached differently in both cases.
In X/Deliveroo, the court mainly assessed if the parties had the intention of concluding a contract of
employment, ultimately concluding this intention to be absent, based on the large amount of freedom
and lack of obligations a rider has, but mostly on the explicit wording in the contract stating that both
parties have no intention of concluding a contract of employment.80 I stated before that the
classification given to the contract by the parties is of importance, but can never be decisive.
A contract which is explicitly addressed by the parties as a contract of employment or services, cannot
be classified as such, if the actual execution regarding the contract determines otherwise. Bennaars
rightfully stated that the court failed to acknowledge this matter and wrongfully focused on what the
parties had in mind with regard to the classification of the contract, instead of on the rights and
obligations that can be derived from the contract. The court could have sufficed by concluding that the
rights and obligations the parties had in mind were focused on freedom and few obligations, before
continuing with assessing the actual execution of these rights and obligations.81
Another aspect the court missed in its assessment, was the unilateral imposition of the contract. 82 In
FNV/Deliveroo, the court did assess this important aspect and stated that documenting the rights and
obligations in a contract, which constitute the intention of the parties, can be of value depending on the
degree of negotiation. In this case of unilateral imposition and no negotiation whatsoever, it ruled that
no decisive meaning can be attached to that written contract, definitely not regarding the intention of
the rider. At most his willingness to comply with Deliveroo’s conditions to be able to work, can be
recognized. 83
So, while the court in X/Deliveroo valued the intention of the parties, derived from the contract, highly
and attached decisive meaning to it, the court in FNV/Deliveroo limited the significance of the
intention of the parties by not attaching any decisive meaning to it, because of the use of an
unilaterally imposed contract.84 The use of such a contract cannot be dismissed or overlooked when
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assessing the intention of the parties, therefore I would argue that the assessment of the court in
FNV/Deliveroo is rightly done.
Applying the reasoning in FNV/Deliveroo on Uber when assessing the intention of the parties would
lead to the same conclusion. Uber does not use contracts like Deliveroo, but unilaterally imposes terms
and conditions which drivers have to accept, which also explicitly state that the parties do not intend to
conclude a contract of employment.85 A decisive meaning can neither be attached to the written terms
and conditions for determining the intention of the parties.86
It is abundantly clear that both platforms have no intention of concluding a contract of employment
with the service providers. The intention of the service providers is thus more difficult to determine. A
potential driver or rider cannot individually negotiate the content of the terms and conditions he has to
accept or the contract he has to sign. With other words, a potential driver or rider is confronted with an
all or nothing system: either accept and start working without negotiating or decline and continue
searching for a job.87 I would argue that it is not possible to say what a specific driver or rider has in
mind when entering into a legal relationship with Uber or Deliveroo, besides his intention to earn an
income by performing services.88 But if he intends to do so as an employee or as an self-employed
person has to be determined on a case-by-case basis.
Actual execution
Now, I will assess the actual execution of the legal relationship between Uber and drivers and
Deliveroo and riders. It is clear that drivers and riders both perform work and receive remuneration,
so the question which needs to be answered is: do they perform work in service of the platforms? In
other words, are the drivers and riders subordinate to respectively Uber and Deliveroo? Therefore, I
will especially focus on this element.
In service of or subordination
▪

Flexibility and autonomy

The core of specific offline gig-work and the new business model entails: deciding when and how
much you want to work. A specific offline gig-worker is not obliged to work, he can even decline
work and he has no fixed working hours. Also, he does not need permission for a leap of absence or
holiday. These elements clearly point in the direction of a contract of services.89 This is what is
generally known about specific offline gig-work, while there is also another side to the presumed
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flexibility and freedom. It is not as absolute as Uber and Deliveroo tend to display. In reality, the use
of rating systems and algorithms limit the flexibility and autonomy of a specific offline gig-worker.90
Uber
Uber influences the drivers to work at certain times or places by setting a higher price for particular
rides. This feature is accompanied by ‘surge pricing’, an automatic increase of the price of a ride, if it
is expected that many people are going to request a ride, on for example a holiday. By sending a text,
Uber tries to encourage the drivers to work, while the question remains if a driver can resist that
temptation. Furthermore, Uber uses a productivity system: if drivers are logged on in the application,
then they have to accept at least 70% of the rides, otherwise the cooperation will be ended.
Deliveroo
Deliveroo uses a different approach to influence the riders. An order is in the first place assigned to a
rider who has signed up for a ‘session’ in advance. If he does so, he has assurance of being able to log
in on the application and perform services in a particular place and at a particular time. 91 It is therefore
beneficial for a rider to sign up for sessions in advance to have a bigger chance of obtaining orders,
while there is also a maximum of riders that can sign up for a session.92 Moreover, ‘priority access’
can be given to riders who perform well, thus giving them priority when signing up for sessions,
increasing their chance of obtaining orders.93
Both platforms use rating systems to evaluate the service performance of the drivers and riders. If
one’s rating sinks low, he will be given less favourable gigs or even risk getting cut off from the
platform temporary or in the worst case, permanently. The evaluation process is delegated to
customers who will rate the service providers, not the platforms themselves, but it are the platforms
that act on that information and decide what consequences it will have.
Working as a driver or rider is genuinely more flexible, but it being totally up to them when and how
much they want to work, is a misconception and deceiving in nature. Drivers and riders are being
influenced to work more often, at certain times and are forced to perform well due to the rating
systems. Furthermore, a certain level of freedom in the way the work is done, will not distort the
dependency relationship, and even less so when this freedom is inherent to the work.94
▪

Personal labour and substitution

Performing personal labour is an important element of a contract of employment on the basis of article
7:659 DCC. Both drivers and riders need to have a personal account to be able to work for either Uber
or Deliveroo. Having a personal account gives the service performance a personal dimension and the
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account is normally only used by the driver or rider himself and not by a third party.95 Also, ratings
given by customers are personal and only regard a specific driver or rider. Kruit and Ouwehand argued
that performing these types of specific offline gig-work thus entail personal labour and specific offline
gig-workers such as drivers and riders are therefore not freely replaceable.96
Deliveroo gives an interesting spin to this assessment, because it explicitly allows riders to arrange
substitution, which is a strong indicator towards a contract of services. So, what element should
prevail? I agree with Bennaars who stated that the possibility of substitution should be nuanced,
because substitution is not of much practical use.97 Riders do not have an actual obligation to work, so
if they do want to work, they ought to do that themselves, which makes substitution unnecessary.
Also, gigs are short and time sensitive jobs, what makes it unpractical to even consider or arrange
substitution in such a limited amount of time. Furthermore, a gig is connected to the personal account
of the rider, so how is the intended substitute going to successfully replace the rider, which makes it
even more impractical.
▪

Possibility to work for several platforms

Another ‘privilege’ given to drivers and riders equally, is the opportunity to work for different
platforms at the same time. With other words, they are not bound to only Uber or Deliveroo. The
question is how often this happens. It is imaginable that both Uber and Deliveroo provide sufficient
work opportunities, so working for several platforms would then be unnecessary. Besides, both
platforms promote themselves with guaranteeing that you can work as much as you want, so why
bother performing services for another platform? But, it could be possible that a driver or rider wants
to work but is not able to do so, because of a rating setback or negative consequence of an algorithm.
Also, how loyal is a driver or rider to Uber or Deliveroo? How quickly would he switch and how
much does he depend on the particular platform? Such questions can only be answered in individual
cases.
▪

No obligation to use specific material or clothing to perform the service

I stated before in chapter one that applying for the position of a gig-worker is relatively easy and you
do not need much equipment to perform the service. Drivers and riders are not obliged to use specific
materials or clothing. Uber provides the possibility of leasing a car, while Deliveroo sells the required
equipment, but those are only services.98 Todolí-Signes argued that this characteristic is a poor sign of
subordination, because a car, a bike and a mobile phone etc. are tools anyone can possess.99 Today,
employees can be owners of the means of production, whereas they could not when the tools and
materials needed for production were factories. The lack of ownership of means of production is
therefore no longer a good indication of being an employee.
A driver’s or rider’s reputation is also not transferable.
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▪

Method of payment

Drivers and riders do not get paid an hourly rate, but get paid per service performed. Their
remuneration is therefore dependent on the number of services they perform, which can vary day by
day. Uber and Deliveroo manage and arrange the payment of drivers and riders. Moreover, they are
not paid in case of sickness or when enjoying a holiday. They also do not build up a pension and the
platform does not pay payroll tax and social insurance premiums. This method of payment is generally
associated with someone who is self-employed, but it is on the other hand easy for the platforms to
deliberately use this method of payment to point in the direction of being self-employed, while that
does not have to be the case in reality.
▪

Determination of remuneration

Both Uber and Deliveroo unilaterally decide what the remuneration per performed service will be.100
A driver or rider has no bargaining possibility whatsoever, thus not allowing him to decide for how
much he sells his service.101 For a self-employed person this is an essential feature of his freedom of
enterprise, which is taken away by both platforms. In my opinion this entirely nullifies any argument
based on the method of payment pointing in the direction of a contract of services, because a driver or
rider misses any say in such an important matter of business.
▪

Intrinsic interference and control by using rating systems and algorithms

The aforementioned aspects have shown that both platforms are not just an intermediary bringing
together supply and demand. No, the platforms exert influence on the service performance of the
drivers and riders. The actual customer and the driver or rider have no negotiating space and are not
allowed to make their own agreements, they cannot deviate from the content of the service delivery as
organised by the platforms, including the actual performance of the service and the remuneration
provided for a performed service.102 A self-employed person would be able to decide for himself how
to perform the service.
Uber
Uber interferes with the service performance a driver has to deliver by influencing the route that has to
be taken, which is easy to do because of GPS-tracking. Uber discourages contact between the driver
and the customer. Furthermore, Uber gives instructions on how to execute the ride by determining
how the driver has to be dressed and how he should behave in front of a customer. Uber even has a
manual entailing rules of behaviour. As I already discussed, Uber uses rating systems. These ratings
given by customers constitute a personal score for each driver, which is also influenced by the
The court emphasized that the term ‘remuneration’ has to be given a wide meaning. It is therefore no obstacle
that the remuneration a rider is paid, fluctuates on the basis of the particular delivery. Ktr. Amsterdam 15
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availability of a driver and his percentage of declining a ride while he had already accepted it. Drivers
with poor ratings risk being (temporary or permanently) cut off from the platform, while good ratings
are rewarded by Uber, thus giving drivers incentive to deliver the desired quality.
Deliveroo
The core business of Deliveroo is being an adequate delivery service, what makes Deliveroo
dependent on the quality of deliveries.103 The platform therefore has no choice but to influence, control
and monitor the service performance of riders, by doing so interfering with the service performance of
a rider and putting him in a subordinate position. The choice of a rider to work when he wants, to let
himself be replaced and to decline orders, are all limited by Deliveroo to maintain the quality. The
‘SBB-system’, which manages the scheduling, has the possibility to influence the availability of riders
on Deliveroo’s behalf, by giving priority to certain riders when logging in for sessions. The platform
also uses the ratings given by customers to determine if a rider will be given access to log in. Together
with the possibility to collect bonuses for performing well, riders are given incentive to deliver quality.
While replacing oneself as a rider will not frequently happen, it could be possible that a rider will need
a replacement, because he will otherwise risk dropping in the ranking system or risk losing bonus
opportunities. Also declining orders will not be beneficial for a rider’s position, again risking
detrimental action or even losing the possibility to obtain orders.
§2.2.1. Legal classification in Dutch labour law
I weighed all the foregoing arguments against each other and ultimately, I would argue that there can
only be one proper conclusion: both legal relationships Uber and Deliveroo have with the drivers and
riders respectively have to be classified as constituting a contract of employment. 104 Even though both
platforms have each given an own execution to facilitating specific offline gig-work, my assessment
has shown that their characteristics are sufficiently similar to classify their legal relationships with the
drivers and riders likewise. While the intention of the parties when entering into the legal relationship
may point in the direction of a contract of services, because the contract or terms and conditions
explicitly state it that way, it cannot be given decisive meaning. The fact that the contract or terms and
conditions are unilaterally imposed by both platforms clarify that both platforms aim at concluding a
contract of services, not that the driver or rider intends to do so. As I stated before, the intention of a
driver or rider has to be specifically assessed, while it is likely that an aspiring driver or rider is aware
of the intention of Uber and Deliveroo not to conclude a contract of employment.
The actual execution of the legal relationships show us a two-sided picture. On paper, the legal
relationships harbour distinctive elements that would normally convincingly lead to a classification of
103
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a contract of services. In short, the extremely flexible working hours, the possibility to work for
several platforms, no obligation to use specific materials or tools and the method of payment, are all
indicators of being self-employed. In practise, those indicators can all be refuted as I argued above.105 I
would say that the platforms have used these indicators to create a smokescreen, a façade, to cover up
the fact that a relationship of subordination and a personal obligation to perform labour do exist, while
being aided by the ambiguity regarding specific offline gig-work.
Especially the use of rating systems and algorithms to track, monitor and encourage drivers and riders,
substantiate my conclusion. Smink and others call it management by algorithms: the data generated by
the drivers or riders feed the algorithms, offer insight in the performances and make suggestions to
sway or tempt the driver or rider to work and perform well.106 The digital character of the online
platforms facilitate the use of rating systems and algorithms. Hiding behind the statement ‘we are just
a technological company and thus an intermediary’ is in my opinion utterly pretentious, because the
technological abilities of a digital platform are what make it possible to exercise control over drivers
or riders and their service performance in the first place, without the driver or rider even knowing how
exactly he is being controlled.
Both Uber and Deliveroo do not share the insights of their rating system and algorithms with the
drivers or riders, while both are crucial for the proper functioning and organisation of the platform and
the service performance derived from it. Both platforms totally lack transparency in this matter.
Todolí-Signes refers to usage of rating systems and algorithms as a ‘new form of control’, pointing out
that traditional ways of monitoring and controlling of workers do not exist in these new
organisations.107 Furthermore, he emphasizes the fact that the important thing will not be how much
control a platform exercises, but how much control a platform retains the right to exercise. The fact
that Uber and Deliveroo allow drivers or riders to choose their working hours and schedules (because
technology makes it unnecessary to issue such instructions) does not make them self-employed. Uber
and Deliveroo could issue new instructions and the drivers or riders should obey. For this reason, the
fact that both platforms could decide not to exercise power as employers does not mean that they do
not have it.108
Uber and Deliveroo clearly use their power to control drivers or riders, but that is actually not even
strange. On the contrary, both platforms benefit from a high quality service performance. Monitoring,
controlling and influencing the service performance is therefore necessary and unavoidable to
maintain the desired quality and keep the brand of Uber or Deliveroo highly valued. If not, then the
business model would not be as profitable. These specific offline platforms have taken advantage from
the new and unprecedented business model long enough and should finally take responsibility for
treating their employees well.109 Moreover, I also agree with Marvit, who stipulates that these types of
specific offline gig-work lack entrepreneurial opportunities for specific offline gig-workers such as
drivers and riders, as they have no chance of obtaining the profits of the labour they deliver, while that
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is inherent to being a self-employed entrepreneur.110 I would like to add that neither a driver or a rider
actually profiles himself as being in charge of his own business, thus actually running a transport
company or delivery company, because they are evidently not in charge.
§2.3. Flexible labour relationships
The outcome of this classification is also the direct consequence of the binary system the Dutch labour
law system currently has. Someone either works on the basis of a contract of employment or a contract
of services, while a contract of employment of an indefinite duration is generally or traditionally
considered to be the norm.111 However, in the Netherlands we see a growing number of atypical
employment contracts which are based on a more flexible approach towards employment.112 We can
think of zero-hour contracts, on-call labour, temporary agency work and homework/telework. These
relationships deviate from the traditional or standard employment relationship.
The protective provisions which can be derived from labour law are aimed at individuals who work on
the basis of a traditional contract of employment and not at the individuals who work on the basis of
these different kinds of flexible labour relationships.113 In comparison to UK law, on which I will
elaborate more in the following chapter, the Dutch legal system does not distinguish between different
categories of employment statuses and thus different labour law entitlements.
What the Netherlands does, is extending the applicability of protective provisions to other contracts
than exclusively the traditional contract of employment if there is a need to level the position of
individuals with traditional employees because of their economic dependence on another party. 114 If a
contract on which the flexible labour relationship is based, can be classified as a contract of
employment, then an individual will be classified as an employee as well and will be entitled to labour
law protection. So, not only traditional forms of employment can be protected and have been
protected, also flexible forms of employment have been granted protection.
Differentiating between several types of employment contracts is thus possible, once the gateway of
contract of employment is passed. Recognizing specific offline gig-work as a new, flexible
employment relationship could be a way to regulate platforms such as Uber and Deliveroo, on which I
will elaborate more in the following chapters.
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Chapter three: Classification of a specific offline gig-worker in European labour law
The previous chapter showed that Uber drivers and Deliveroo riders can be classified as employees in
Dutch labour law. This chapter will answer the question if they can also be classified as workers in
European labour law. In the following paragraphs I will look into the conditions under which an
employment relationship exists according to EU labour law and case law. An application of that legal
framework will determine the legal classification of drivers and riders in European labour law.
Furthermore, before the arrival of online platforms such as Uber and Deliveroo, the European
Commission already foreshadowed a rise of different forms of employment or work opportunities,
eventually leading to different types of employment statuses and a different scope of labour law
protection. This paragraph I will shortly examine the possibility of regulating specific offline gig-work
by introducing a new category of worker.
§3.1. Legal framework of worker in European labour law
While Member States are responsible for deciding who can be considered an employee in their
national legal order, at EU level, the Court of Justice (hereafter: CJEU) has defined the concept of
‘worker’115 for the purpose of applying EU law.116 Emphasis has to be put on the term ‘concept’ as
there is no unified European definition of employee or worker.117 This concept is used to determine
who can be considered a worker when applying certain EU Directives in the social field.118 Therefore
the legal uncertainty regarding the legal status of a specific offline gig-worker does not only play a
role on a national level, but also on a European level. If a gig-specific offline gig-worker cannot be
classified as a worker within the meaning of the European concept, then he could possibly be deprived
of access to certain employment rights.119 For example, Directives on working time (Isère), collective
redundancies (Balkaya) and employment equality (‘O’) refer to the European concept of worker for
their applicability.120 Other labour law Directives expressly refer to the Member States understanding
of who is a worker, as long as they respect the effectiveness of EU law, with reference to the O’Brien
case.121
For the purpose of this paragraph and setting out the framework for classifying a specific offline gigworker in European labour law, I will focus on the ‘general’ European concept of worker as
established in the case law of the CJEU. Further on in this thesis I will elaborate more on the specific
scope of the directives I will be examining.
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The European concept of ‘worker’
The concept of ‘worker’ is derived from the Lawrie Blum case, where the CJEU stated: 122
‘’The essential feature of an employment relationship is that for a certain period of time a person
performs services for and under the direction of another person in return for which he receives
remuneration.’’
Today, the CJEU still refers to this settled piece of case law when dealing with questions regarding the
concept of worker and classifying labour contracts.123 Whether an employment relationship exists or
not has to be established on the basis of a case-by-case assessment, considering all the facts and
circumstances characterising the arrangements between the contracting parties.124 In particular, we
have to look cumulatively at the following three essential criteria125:
1) The nature of work
The ‘worker’ must be engaged in a ‘genuine and effective’ economic activity, excluding
activities on such a small scale as to be regarded as purely marginal and accessory.126
National courts have adopted divergent approaches in identifying what is marginal and
accessory even within the context of less traditional employment relationships.127
2) The presence of a remuneration
The Commission has emphasized that this criterion is of importance to distinguish a worker
from a volunteer. If the service provider ‘does not receive any remuneration or receives
merely a compensation of costs incurred for his activities’, the remuneration criterion would
not be met.128 This has to be determined while taking into account the actual facts of the case
in question.129
3) The existence of a subordination link
The existence of such a link distinguishes a worker from a self-employed person, who is
defined as an independent worker and therefore works independently of an employer, in
contrast with an employee who is subordinate to and dependent on an employer.130
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According to the CJEU, any activity which a person performs outside a relationship of
subordination must be classified as an activity pursued in a self-employed capacity.131 Barnard
illustrates this by referring to UK case law and the indicators courts in the UK have used to
determine the existence of a subordination link, such as:132
-

does the employer have the power to select and dismiss;
is the worker paid a wage or a lump sum:133
does the worker have to render exclusive service or to work on the employer’s premise;
does the employer own the tools and materials;
does the employer bear the primary chance of profit or risk of loss;
is the work an integral part of the business.

The use of these indicators show the extent to which the courts will not just look at one single factor
but instead take a multiple or ‘pragmatic’ approach, weighing up all the factors for or against a
contract of employment and determining on which side the scales will settle.134
This approach is similar to the Dutch legal framework, as we saw in the previous chapter. However,
the assessment in Dutch labour law is two-folded. The intention of the parties plays an important part
in the assessment of the labour relationship in question. It can provide a significant indication towards
a contract of services or a contract of employment. If the intention of the parties indicates the contract
being a contract of services, general instructions point in the direction of a contract of services rather
than a contract of employment.135 Contrarily, the CJEU does not pay any attention to the intention of
the parties when assessing if someone has to be regarded as a ‘worker’ in European law.136 It instead
only assesses the actual execution of the labour relationship to determine if the criteria are met.137
Therefore, the European legal framework provides a broader scope of application than the Dutch legal
framework.138
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On the basis of this assessment, general instructions qualify more quickly as constituting a
subordination link, if the person in question is embedded in the organisation, accounts for the work
and/or has little or no room to manoeuvre in the work that has to be performed. 139 This significant
different approach in assessing the legal relationship between two parties may lead to different
classifications in Dutch law and European law, because the intention of the parties does not have to be
taken into consideration when applying the legal framework in European law.
§3.1.1. Directions of the Court of Justice of the EU
In a Dutch case brought before the CJEU in a preliminary ruling procedure, a question was referred by
a national court regarding a matter of European competition law and the cartel prohibition laid down
in Article 101 (1) TFEU.140 From a labour law perspective this was an interesting case, because the
CJEU discussed the distinction between an employee and a self-employed person and how the
relationship between the two classifications should be approached. The CJEU started its consideration
by stating that the term ‘employee’ for the purpose of EU law must itself be defined according to
objective criteria that characterise the employment relationship, taking into consideration the rights
and responsibilities of the person concerned, while, not surprisingly, referring to its judgement and
given criteria in Lawrie Blum.
Furthermore, the CJEU referred to the Allonby case, where it previously held that the classification of
a ‘self-employed’ under national law does not prevent that person being classified as an employee
within the meaning of EU law if his independence is merely notional, thereby disguising an
employment relationship.141 Lastly, the CJEU stated that the status of ‘worker’ within the meaning of
EU law is not affected by the fact that a person has been hired as a self-employed person under
national law, for tax, administrative or organisational reasons, as long as that person acts under the
direction of his employer as regards, in particular, his freedom to choose the time, place and content of
his work142, does not share in the employer’s commercial risks143 and, for the duration of that
relationship, forms an integral part of that employer’s undertaking, so forming an economic unit with
that undertaking.144
Moreover, whilst the CJEU has continued to emphasize subordination, it has applied the term in a
flexible way that suggests that it will not prove much of an obstacle in practice.145 In Danosa, which
was about a company director who was dismissed from her employment on grounds of her pregnancy,
the CJEU held the following with regard to determining the existence of subordination: it is necessary
to consider the circumstances in which the person was recruited; the nature of the duties entrusted to
that person; the context in which those duties were performed; the scope of the person’s powers and
the extent to which he or she was supervised within the company; and the circumstances under which
the person could be removed.146 The Court suggested that it was significant for the purposes of
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subordination that the company director had to report to the supervisory board from time to time,
which constituted an activity under the direction or supervision of another body.147
These considerations of the CJEU show that also on a European level, it is often not easy to determine
whether a person is an employee or a self-employed person. On the contrary, the CJEU even stated
that a person can be wrongly classified as self-employed and thus be ‘falsely self-employed’.148
A-G Wahl described this kind of category as employees who are disguised as self-employed in order
to avoid some specific legislation (for example, labour or fiscal regulations) which is considered
unfavourable by the employer.149 Another example is the case of self-employed persons who are
economically dependent on a sole (or) main customer.150
§3.2. Application of the legal framework in European labour law to Uber and Deliveroo
The Dutch legal framework and the European legal framework showed to be similar to some extent. I
would therefore deem it unnecessary to repeat myself while applying the legal framework in European
labour law, thus only discussing the relevant differences and referring to my previous assessment if
needed.
Preliminary remarks
My assessment in Dutch labour law showed that the intention of the parties in the cases of Uber and
Deliveroo could not be regarded as being decisive for the classification of the specific offline gigworkers.151 It came down to the actual execution of the rights and obligations to determine their legal
status. The lack of significance of the intention of the parties reduces the chances of the outcome of the
classification to turn out differently when applying the European framework, considering the fact that
the intention of the parties does not play a part in the assessment. Only the actual execution of the
legal relationship has to be assessed, which does not differ from the legal relationship I already
assessed. However, the fact remains that the criteria in European labour law are similar, not equal.
Therefore, an thorough assessment is still needed.
The CJEU has not yet ruled in a case concerning the classification of Uber drivers or Deliveroo riders
and whether they should be regarded as workers within the scope of the general European concept.152
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The nature of work
The economic activity a driver or rider pursues has to be genuine and effective, it can therefore not be
purely marginal and accessory. It is inherent to the nature of the service performance of drivers and
riders, as organised by Uber and Deliveroo, to consist of short, paid tasks, while also having highly
flexible working hours. National courts have used different thresholds (hour or wage-based) to assess
this element, but according to case law of the CJEU short duration, limited working hours,
discontinuous work or low productivity cannot in themselves exclude an employment relation.153 More
explicitly, the CJEU ruled in ‘O’ that although a person works for only a very limited number of hours
in the context of an employment relationship may be an indication that the activities performed are
marginal and ancillary, the fact remains that, independently of the limited amount of the remuneration
for and the number of hours of activity, the possibility cannot ruled out that, following an overall
assessment of the employment relationship in question, that activity may be considered by the national
authorities to be real and genuine, thereby allowing its holder to be granted the status of ‘worker’
within the meaning of EU law.154
This flexible approach of the CJEU towards this element makes it possible for specific offline gigwork such as providing transport or delivery services to be regarded as a genuine and effective
economic activity, if drivers or riders do not perform their services on a merely incidental or
occasional basis. I would argue that most drivers and riders do explicitly not perform their services on
such a basis, so this criterion will for this assessment not be decisive in the matter of classification.155
The presence of a remuneration
As we saw in the previous assessment, drivers and riders are getting paid by performed service, while
both platforms determine the remuneration.156 If Uber or Deliveroo would merely processes the
payment deposited by a customer and pass it on to the driver or rider, then that would be an indication
of a platform acting only as an intermediary.157 This is evidently not the case, nor is there any
indication of the service performance by drivers and riders being voluntary.
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The existence of a subordination link
In the previous paragraph, I referred to Jany and others where the CJEU stated that any activity which
a person performs outside a relationship of subordination must be classified as an activity in a selfemployed capacity. An activity classifies as such if the person in question determines the choice of
that activity, the working conditions and conditions of remuneration.158
With regard to the service performance of both drivers and riders, it is clear that neither driver or rider
determine any of those elements. The choice of activity, either performing taxi or delivery services, is
determined by Uber or Deliveroo. A driver or rider cannot choose to perform another service, while
they can neither determine how they provide the service.159 The working conditions are determined by
the platforms as well, although the drivers and riders are given a large amount of flexibility with
regard to setting their working hours. My previous assessment showed that while the way of working
is very flexible, their flexibility and autonomy is limited. Lastly, the conditions of remuneration are
also determined by the platforms as I already mentioned. The activity drivers and riders perform can
thus not be classified as an activity in a self-employed capacity, which points in the direction of the
existence of a subordination link. Furthermore, both drivers and riders from a part of either Uber’s or
Deliveroo’s organisation, do not share in the commercial risks of either platform and more
importantly, their service performance belongs to the core of Uber’s and Deliveroo’s activities. The
core business of both platforms revolves around providing taxi or delivery services, so without the
drivers and riders both platforms would not be able to actually maintain their business.
This finding is further substantiated if we look more closely at the provided guidelines by the CJEU in
Danosa and applying them on the organization and management of Uber and Deliveroo.160 Both
drivers and riders have to comply with unilaterally drafted contracts or terms and conditions when
entering the recruitment process. The nature of the duties entrusted to them and the context in which
those duties are performed, entail performing one specific service which belongs to the core of both
platforms’ business. The content and execution of the service performance is unilaterally organized
and determined by Uber and Deliveroo as we saw in my previous assessment. Their scope of power is
therefore extremely narrow, although they can influence their working hours, but that is all they can.
Moreover, the extent to which they are supervised can of course not be measured by the typical and
regular idea of supervision, because the lack of physical management or supervision is what makes
specific offline gig-work difficult to fit in our current presentation or idea of employment. I already
extensively discussed the ‘new’ way of supervising by using rating systems and algorithms, what in
my opinion undoubtedly constitutes a considerable amount of supervision by Uber and Deliveroo.161
Poor ratings and declining opportunities to work could ultimately lead to a permanent removal from
the platforms.
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§3.2.1. Legal classification in European labour law
This assessment may seem to be less extensive than my previous one, which is due to the fact that both
frameworks share some similarities and I have deemed it unnecessary to repeat already given
arguments. I would nonetheless argue that both drivers and riders should be classified as ‘workers’
within the meaning of EU law and not as self-employed persons. This is not a surprising outcome
given the fact that the legal framework of worker in European law has a broader scope of application
than the Dutch legal framework of employee. I determined the drivers and riders to be employees in
Dutch law, thus it makes sense that they also fall within the scope of the broader term of worker.
Their pursued economic activities are not marginal and accessory, but real and genuine. They receive
remuneration for their service performance and do so while being in a relationship of subordination
with either Uber or Deliveroo. It is furthermore interesting to mention the notion of false selfemployed derived from Allonby, which does not exist as such in Dutch law. Verhulp refers to this
notion as entailing an abusive situation in which position the person is self-employed based on formal
grounds, but in fact performs his or her services in a subordinated relationship.162 Both drivers and
riders are explicitly classified as self-employed persons by Uber and Deliveroo, while a relationship of
subordination is undeniably present. I would argue that both drivers and riders are thus ‘workers’ who
are simultaneously false self-employed. This is another confirmation of drivers and riders being
wrongly regarded as self-employed persons, while I need to repeat yet again the importance of
individual assessments of labour relationships, which could entail a different outcome.
§3.3. A new category of worker
In the previous chapter I briefly explored the possibility of regulating specific offline gig-work as a
new, flexible labour relationship based on an atypical employment contract, following my conclusion
that drivers and riders are employees. This form of regulation would stay within the aforementioned
binary system the Netherlands currently has.
Some have suggested to regulate specific offline gig-work by creating a new, intermediate category of
‘worker’, that could be placed between the employee and the self-employed.163 Specific offline gigwork would be too special, too atypical to fit in our current binary system. 164 It would deviate too
much from traditional employment, to be regulated the same way.
The European Commission (hereafter: the Commission) has shown to question the desirability of an
essentially binary system as well. Already in 2006, the Commission acknowledged in its Modernising
Labour Law Green paper that while the employee and the self-employed can be considered as
traditional employment concepts, these are no longer an adequate depiction of the economic and social
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reality of work.165 According to the Commission, this is reflected in variations to work organisation,
working hours, wages, and workforce size at different stages of the production cycle.166 Specific
offline gig-work can be seen as a current example of a business model which applies such variations.
The Commission noted that in the British legal system, differentiating between categories of
employment statuses is a common practice. Each category enjoys different rights. Employees enjoy
the full protection of employment legislation. ‘Workers’, a more broadly defined group, enjoy a
reduced range of employment rights (e.g. national minimum wage, working time), whereas the
genuinely self-employed does not benefit from any employment rights.167 The Commission considered
that this targeted approach of the UK, which established differing rights and responsibilities in
employment law for employees and workers, is an example of how categories of vulnerable workers
involved in complex employment relationships have been given minimum rights without an extension
of the full range of labour law entitlements associated with standard employment contracts. 168
If this line of thinking would be followed, what would that entail? And would it be desirable to
regulate specific offline gig-work this way?
For one thing, adding a new category of worker would complicate matters, rather than simplifying the
issues surrounding classification.169 Determining the legal status of a service provider in general has
proven to be difficult as it is with only two categories to choose from. Adding a third one would be
even more confusing.170 Also how should that category be defined? Creating an intermediate category
such as dependent contractors or dependent self-employed persons requires a suitable definition that
clearly captures the workers that you want to grant protection.171
Both Rogers and De Stefano argue that applying a test requiring a worker to earn a certain percentage
of his income from the same platform to qualify as a dependent contractor would be an problematic
threshold for gig-workers, because it is possible to work for multiple platforms.172 And how much
protection should that intermediate category be entitled to? The idea behind creating a third category is
not expanding the scope of labour law as a whole, but only a number of labour law rules.173
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Furthermore, this approach would certainly seem to open further possibilities for regulatory avoidance
by providing employers with another opportunity to misclassify employees as dependent contractors,
in order to avoid employment responsibilities.174
In other words, establishing another category of worker would encourage levelling down instead of
levelling up.175 In light of all the above, I would argue that the strategy of creating a new category of
worker would not solve anything, but would only create new problems and uncertainty regarding the
regulatory framework governing work.
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Chapter four: Regulating specific offline gig-work with regard to working conditions
The outcome of my assessments in the previous chapters let to two clear classifications: Firstly, both
legal relationships Uber and Deliveroo have with the drivers and riders respectively constitute a
contract of employment in Dutch labour law. Secondly, both drivers and riders should be classified as
workers within the general concept of European labour law. Based on these conclusions, it would
presumably seem just and fair to grant those two types of specific offline gig-workers the labour law
protection they are entitled to with regard to working conditions.
In the following paragraphs, I will analyse the scope and content of three directives on working
conditions: the Framework Directive on Health and Safety (Directive 89/391/EEC), the Working Time
Directive (Directive 2003/88/EC) and the Directive on the organization of working time of persons
performing mobile road transport activities (Directive 2002/15/EC). Also, I will analyse the scope and
content of implemented Dutch legislation based on those directives. This comparative analysis will
determine what protection drivers and riders can derive from those directives and the implementation
thereof and if that protection is sufficient or not. Furthermore, I briefly explored two forms of flexible
regulation in chapter two and three. On the one hand recognizing specific offline gig-work as a new,
flexible labour relationship and on the other hand adding a new category of worker to the current
binary system. Analysing the directives and national legislation will also illustrate which form of
flexible regulation is recommendable to deal with specific offline gig-work in general.
§4.1. Framework Directive on Health and Safety (Directive 89/391/EEC)
The aim of the Framework Directive as defined in article 1(1) is to introduce measures to encourage
improvements in the health and safety of workers at work. The CJEU extended this objective by
stating that the aim of the Framework Directive is not only to improve the protection of workers
against accidents at work and prevention of occupational risks, but also to introduce specific measures
to organize that protection and prevention.176 Article 1(2) states that the Framework Directive contains
general principles concerning the prevention of occupational risks, the protection of safety and health,
the elimination of risk and accident factors, the informing, consultation and balanced participation of
workers and their representatives. In short, those principles translate to the obligation of the employer
to ensure the health and safety of workers in every aspect related to the work (article 5) and to pursue
an adequate policy based on a number of prevention principles (article 6). Employees and their
representatives are expected to be consulted and participate in the process (article 7 & 11), while
employees are also obliged to take care of their own health and safety (article 13).
The material scope of the Framework Directive is broadly defined in article 2. It states that the
Framework Directive applies to all sectors of activity, both public and private, while excluding certain
specific public sector activities such as the armed forces or police and certain specific activities in the
civil protection services. The activities pursued by drivers and riders are not excluded and fall within
the material scope. Moreover, the Framework Directive refers to the health and safety of ‘workers’,
defining the term ‘’worker’ in article 3 sub a as ‘any person employed by an employer, including
trainees and apprentices but excluding domestic servants’. This way of describing a ‘worker’ does not
refer specifically to the national law of Member States or the general European concept of a worker as
I set out in chapter two and three. Those who work on the basis of a contract of employment fall
within the personal scope of the Directive.177 By classifying both specific offline gig-workers as
employees in Dutch law and workers in line with the general European concept clearly confirms that
they fall within the personal scope of the Framework Directive.
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§4.1.1. Transposition in Dutch national law
In the Netherlands, the legal framework for implementing the Framework Directive is provided by the
Working Conditions Act (Arbowet), on which more legislation is based in forms of the Working
Conditions Decree (Arbobesluit) and the Working Conditions Regulation (Arboregeling). Similarly to
the Framework Directive, the Working Conditions Act applies to both the private and the public
sector, thus including the taxi services of drivers and delivery services of riders. With regard to the
personal scope of the Working Conditions Act, it uses a confusing way of defining who can be
deemed an employee in article 1. Essentially, it distinguishes two definitions: 1) the person who is
required to perform work in accordance with a contract of employment or appointment under public
law and 2) the person who is not required to perform work in accordance with a contract of
employment under public law, but nevertheless has to perform work under another parties authority,
with the exception of volunteers. The first definition of employee applies to drivers and riders, because
they work in accordance with a contract of employment as confirmed in chapter two. Therefore, if one
would follow my argumentation regarding the legal classification of drivers and riders, then they can
derive protection from the Dutch legislation on health and safety in line with the principles set out in
the Framework Directive, similarly to regular employees.178
§4.2.1. Flexible regulation
If, hypothetically speaking, adding a new, intermediate category would be desired, how would such a
change relate to the protection that can be derived from the Framework Directive? The definition of
‘worker’ in article 3 sub a of the Framework Directive does by implication exclude the self-employed
from the benefit of the Framework Directive.179 But its broad description has led to a broad
interpretation of the term and therefore to a broad scope of protection, even extending to the selfemployed, although it depends on the national law of the Member States how far that protection is
extended.180 Article 16 paragraph 7 of the Working Conditions Act provides the possibility to apply
particular working conditions requirements to self-employed persons, insofar as those requirements
relate to work that is associated with particular risks to health and safety. A substantial part of those
requirements have been declared applicable to self-employed persons in article 9.5 of the Working
Conditions Decree.181
I would argue that adding a category that sits between the employee and self-employed should benefit
from at least the same protection as a self-employed person can. The personal scope of the Framework
Directive does not seem to pose a problem here regarding the fact that it has opened the possibility of
extending protection to the self-employed in the first place. Neither does the personal scope of the
Working Conditions Act, which is equally broadly interpreted and provides room for extending
protection to other persons than employees only. It would require an amendment of both the Working
Conditions Act and the Degree to incorporate the new category and determine what working
conditions requirements apply to them. But even though both the Framework Directive and the
Working Conditions Act are flexible enough to deal with a third category, would it actually be of
value? It seems more than logical that the protection with regard to health and safety at work is given a
178
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broad scope of application. It does not matter what kind of worker a driver or rider is, he is equally
exposed to the same risks when he is working. Their legal status is irrelevant in that regard. If drivers
and riders would not be classified as employees then they would be self-employed and in principle be
subject to protection as well.182 A third category would then not add anything, it would only shake up
the system entirely.
§4.2. Working Time Directive (Directive 2003/88/EC)
Similarly to the Framework Directive on health and safety, this Working Time Directive is also
adopted on the legal basis of article 153 TFEU, which is aimed at protecting the health and safety of
workers. According to article 1 of the Working Time Directive, it is specifically aimed at laying down
minimum safety and health requirements for the organisation of working time. The CJEU elaborated
on this aim in Wippel, by stating that such harmonisation at Union level in relation to the organisation
of working time is intended to guarantee better protection of the safety and health of workers by
ensuring that they are entitled to minimum rest periods and adequate breaks and by providing a ceiling
on the duration of the working week.183 To that end, the Working Time Directive contains several
provisions with regard to minimum rest periods (article 3-5), maximum weekly working time (article
6), paid annual leave (article 7) and certain aspects of night work, shift work and patterns of work
(article 8-13).
For its material scope, the Working Time Directive refers to the Framework Directive in article 1(3),
which as we saw above, was broadly defined and applies to activities in both public and private
sectors. Normally, the activities of both drivers and riders would fall within the material scope.
However, by virtue of article 14, the Working Time Directive does not apply where other Union
instruments contain more specific requirements concerning certain occupations or occupational
activities.184 Such provisions exist for persons performing mobile road transport activities by means of
Directive 2002/15/EC, which might cover taxi driving and thus drivers who perform taxi services for
Uber. The existence of a more specific directive does not mean that the Working Time Directive will
not apply. The exclusion applies only where special rules exist, otherwise the Working Time Directive
will still apply.185 I will elaborate more on Directive 2002/15/EC in the following paragraph.
The Working Time Directive makes a reference to the term ‘worker’ in article 3 sub a of the
Framework Directive to define its personal scope of application, but it does not share its interpretation.
The CJEU gave a Union meaning to the term ‘worker’ in Isère, which corresponds with the general
European concept I set out in chapter three.186 The personal scope of the Working Time Directive is
thus limited to the Union meaning it is given, which means that it excludes the self-employed. I
concluded that neither drivers or riders are self-employed, but are workers within the general European
concept and thus within the Union meaning given to the term worker in the Working Time Directive.
So, they fall within its personal scope. Furthermore, the definition of ‘working time’ is crucial for the
scope of the directive.187 Article 2(1) defines ‘working time’ as any period during which the worker is
working, is at the employer’s disposal and carrying out his activity or duties, in accordance with
national laws and/or practice. With regard to the service performance of drivers and riders, I would
argue that not only driving or riding must be considered as working time, but also the time spent while
waiting for another gig to present itself. It could be regarded as a particular execution of on-call
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service, which is working time according to the CJEU.188 It entails that the employee must be present
at a particular place determined by the employer either on or outside the premises and must keep
himself available to provide services on demand of the employer.189 It is inherent to specific offline
gig-work to not have one particular place of work, but a driver or rider nevertheless has to keep
himself available to provide taxi or delivery services and is thus not capable of managing his own
time.190 And even though both drivers and riders are able to decline gigs while being logged on, thus
making it theoretically possible to manage their own time, this is not likely to happen in practice
because declining gigs has detrimental consequences.
§4.2.1. Derogations and exceptions
It is necessary to point out that the Working Time Directive besides material standards also contains
several derogations and exceptions which Member States can use to regulate certain specific areas of
labour (article 17-22). This has launched a debate in literature about whether the Working Time
Directive is too rigid or too flexible in the standards it lays down.191 On the one hand it seeks to
regulate working time of virtually all workers in the EU, regardless of the job they do or the sector in
which they work (with the exception of some). This has led to criticism of its ‘one size fits all
approach’.192 On the other hand, it provides possibilities to derogate from certain provisions, even by
means of collective agreements, while there are also exceptions to rights of particular types of workers
or situations. These elements of flexibility have led to some authors arguing that the Working Time
Directive does not afford workers enough protection because their rights are too easily altered or
bargained away.193
With regard to specific offline gig-work it is interesting to look at article 17(1), which allows Member
States to derogate from various provisions, including all three types of minimum rest periods and
maximum weekly working time, in the case of workers whose working time is ‘not measured’ or can
be determined by the workers themselves. Specific offline gig-work is known for workers whose
hours are not fixed, while also having discretion of their own working time. If the Netherlands would
use this derogation to regulate specific offline gig-work, then those workers could end up with very
few rights under the Working Time Directive.194 On one hand, this might be justified because they are
able to protect their own health and safety through the way in which they organise their working
lives.195 On the other hand, and this is what worries me, it might mean that they end up working
unhealthily long hours, because specific offline gig-work does not pay well. Derogating from the
maximum weekly working time can also be achieved by invoking the opt-out laid down in article 22
of the Working Time Directive, although this requires consent of the worker. Consent or not, a
specific offline gig-worker will probably be eager to work long hours anyway, because he needs to
work a lot to generate a sufficient income.196 The health and safety of such workers can therefore be
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put in jeopardy. Even more so, now they are entitled to the minimum wage in the Netherlands, which
is an aspect of labour law left to the competence of the Member States themselves.197
This entitlement would in my opinion not result in better protection of their health and safety. If a
specific offline gig-worker can earn more, then it is not likely that he will decide to work less. No,
higher wages would provide an even stronger incentive to work more, especially because he, himself
decides when and how much he wants to work, not the employer. Specific offline gig-work relies on
the responsibility of the worker to protect their own health and safety, but the employer should be the
one to make sure the worker actually takes that responsibility. Is that not exactly what the entire
system is based on? Protecting employees if they cannot do so themselves. They should be protected
against working too much.
§4.2.2. Paid annual leave
While it is clear that the Working Time Directive provides the Member States with many possibilities
to derogate from its content, especially with regard to working hours, it does however not provide the
possibility to derogate from article 7 (annual leave). In other words, drivers and riders could be
confronted with deviating working hours, but their right to paid annual leave has to remain untouched.
In that regard it is interesting to take a closer look at the King case. It concerned a self-employed
salesman, who claimed to have been a worker within the meaning of the Working Time Directive,
while working for one particular company. He was never offered paid leave but he argued that he was
nevertheless entitled to payment of his annual leave (taken and not paid as well as not taken), for the
entire period of his engagement to the company (thirteen years in total). He was held to indeed be a
worker by the national employment tribunal. The court of appeal finally referred a number of
questions to the CJEU.
When dealing with the submitted questions, the CJEU referred to its settled case law, which stipulates
that the entitlement of every worker to paid annual leave must be regarded as a particularly important
principle of European Union social law from which there can be no derogations and whose
implementation by the competent national authorities must be confined within the limits expressly laid
down by the Working Time Directive.198 Furthermore, the CJEU stated that the right to paid annual
leave is also expressly laid down in article 31(2) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European
Union, which article 6(1) TEU recognizes as having the same legal value as the Treaties.199 In light of
the above, the CJEU finally ruled that, unlike in a situation of accumulation of entitlement to paid
annual leave who was unfit for work due to sickness, an employer that does not allow a worker to
exercise his right to paid annual leave must bear the consequences.200 Thus, the worker was entitled to
payment of accrued annual leave for thirteen years.
If one would apply this line of reasoning of the CJEU to the position of specific offline gig-workers,
such as drivers and riders, then one could come to the intriguing conclusion that Uber and Deliveroo
have not allowed them to exercise their right to paid annual leave, because they were unrightfully
given the status of a self-employed person. Therefore, this decision could potentially lead to an
immensely high number of claims demanding payment of accrued annual leave, which could add up to
several years. The impact of such claims would be catastrophic for the platforms in question.
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§4.2.3. Transposition in Dutch national law
The Working Time Directive is primarily transposed in the Dutch legislation by the Working Hours
Act (Arbeidstijdenwet), while the Working Hours Decree (Arbeidstijdenbesluit) contains exceptions
and additions to the Working Hours Act. Additional regulations can also be found in collective
agreements.201 The Working Hours Act defines the personal scope of application in article 1:1, which
uses the same confusing terminology as the Working Conditions Act to describe who can be regarded
as an employee. Following my argumentation on the legal status of drivers and riders, they fall within
the scope of the Working Hours Act, initially granting them protection with regard to working hours
and rest periods. It does not refer to a specific material scope of application, but it does in article 2:1
provide the possibility to exclude certain areas of labour entirely or partially from the scope of
application of the Working Conditions Act and provisions based on it. These exceptions mostly regard
the maximum working hours, minimum rest periods and certain aspects of employee participation.202
The Working Hours Act provides the Netherlands with the possibility of creating special or divergent
rules for specific types of labour, similarly to the Working Time Directive. The working time
flexibility that is needed to facilitate specific offline gig-work could be achieved by using this
possibility, while I want to emphasize again that derogating from the general provisions on working
hours should not jeopardize the health and safety of the workers.
The right to paid annual leave is not incorporated in the Working Hours Act, but can be found in
articles 7:634 - 643 of the Dutch Civil Code (DCC). One needs to work on the basis of a contract of
employment (article 7:610 DCC) to be able to exercise the right to paid annual leave. Again with
reference to my argumentation, drivers and riders are entitled to paid annual leave, whereas not
classifying them as employees would deprive them of this right.
§4.2.4. Flexible regulation
If we go back at looking at the possibility of adding a new category of worker to our current binary
system, we saw that the Framework Directive and the Working Conditions Act would be flexible
enough to deal with such a change. Their personal scopes are broadly defined and capable of
expansion. The Working Time Directive uses the term worker to define its personal scope same as the
Framework Directive, but the CJEU has given it an Union meaning, by doing so limiting the
application to workers only and excluding other persons who perform labour.203 The personal scope of
the Working Hours Act is not limited to persons who work on the basis of a contract of employment,
but the existence of a subordination link is nevertheless required.204
An extension of certain requirements to self-employed persons is only possible if that is necessary to
prevent serious danger for the safety and health of other persons (article 2:7). So, even though the
Working Time Directive and the Working Hours Act have a more flexible nature which can be used to
adjust to particular sectors of labour, their personal scopes are less pliant when it comes to granting
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protection to a new category of worker. It would of course be different if not a new category would be
added to our binary system, but if another subcategory of employee would be introduced. By this I
mean recognizing specific offline gig-work as a new precarious or flexible labour relationship, which
fits in line with other atypical employment relationships such as on-call and zero hours contracts.
These relationships deviate from traditional employment relationships, but they are based on a contract
of employment, so they fall within the personal scope of the aforementioned legislation.
§4.3. Directive on the organization of working time of persons performing mobile road transport
activities (Directive 2002/15/EC)
This sectoral Directive is adopted to provide for specific provisions concerning the hours of work in
road transport in order to ensure both the safety of transport and the health and safety of the persons
involved.205 It sets out minimum rules for the organisation of working time for drivers, thereby
supplementing the provisions of Regulation 561/2006, which lays down common rules on driver’s
driving times and rest periods (article 2(4)).206 The Directive applies to mobile workers employed by
enterprises carrying out road transport activities covered by Regulation 561/2006, while self-employed
drivers are also included from 2009 on.207 Regulation 561/2006 refers to carriage of goods by vehicles
above 3.5 tons and those engaged in carriage of passengers by vehicles for more than 9 persons,
including a driver.208 A taxi company such as Uber, which facilitates the transport of passengers by
generally using regular cars or vans, would therefore not fall within the scope of Regulation 561/2006
and the Directive, so neither do the drivers.209 It is nevertheless worthwhile to discuss this Directive in
more depth, because its personal scope has been the subject of amendment regarding the inclusion or
exclusion of self-employed drivers, thus providing insight in a possible expansion of application of a
directive to other persons than workers only.
§4.3.1. Discussion on the personal scope of Directive 2002/15/EC
In its original proposal and throughout the debate on the current Directive, the Commission advocated
for inclusion of the self-employed, for several reasons: to be consistent with the scope of Regulation
3820/85 (replaced by Regulation 561/2006), which makes no distinction between drivers; to avoid the
potential fragmentation of a highly competitive industry through the re-designation of employees as
self-employed drivers (so-called ‘false self- employed’) and to ensure the aims of fair competition,
improved road safety and better working conditions are applied through the Directive to the whole
road transport sector.210 Before the self-employed drivers were included as of 2009, the Commission
had to analyse the consequences of the excluding them from the scope of the Directive.211 Mainly, the
issue of false self-employed drivers raised concerns. The Commission therefore proposed to not
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include self-employed drivers under the Directive, but to amend the notion of mobile worker to also
include the false self-employed drivers, i.e. those drivers who are not tied to an employer by an
employment contract but who do not have the freedom to have relations with several customers.212
This proposal, which also contained other amendments, was eventually rejected by the European
Parliament.213 The European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) advised against the proposal214,
because it would fail to fulfil one of the key objectives of the Directive. The EESC illustrated this by
referring to the fact that a mobile worker cannot work more than 48 hours per week (on average)
whilst complying with Regulation 561/2006, whereas a self-employed driver can work up to 86 hours
per week and still comply with Regulation 561/2006. It also had its doubts with regard to the inclusion
of the false self-employed.
According to the proposal, a false self-employed driver is a mobile worker, which means that he is
required to comply with the Working Time Directive. If that driver is a mobile worker, then he must
have a contract of employment, but who is supposed to be the employer in that situation? Also, what
are Member States that have already included self-employed drivers supposed to do? Furthermore, the
EESC emphasized that the aim of the Directive can only be achieved by applying minimum social
protection standards in the road transport sector to everyone carrying out mobile transport activities,
regardless of their status.
This discussion on the personal scope of Directive 2002/15/EC illustrates the difficulties of adding a
third category to a binary system. Recognizing the false self-employed as a separate category is of no
use if a false self-employed person has to be regarded as a mobile worker anyway. Besides, road
transport is a sector in which protecting the health and safety of drivers is easily compromised by the
work they perform. The legal status of drivers is irrelevant in that regard, so it makes sense to apply
this sectoral directive to both workers and self-employed persons.215
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Chapter five: Conclusions and recommendations
The previous chapters have showed that dealing with platforms such as Uber and Deliveroo and the
new way of working they embody, poses significant legal questions and challenges for our current
system of labour law. By analysing their business model, determining the legal classification of the
service providers that work through either Uber or Deliveroo in Dutch and European labour law and
researching specific European and Dutch legislation on health and safety and working hours, I have
laid down the framework of recommending how those platforms could be regulated in the Netherlands
with regard to working conditions.
In this final chapter, I will firstly provide an overview of the conclusions that can be derived from my
research in the first three chapters. Secondly, I will discuss my research from chapter four, on the basis
of which I will provide recommendations on how and by whom those platforms could be regulated in
the Netherlands with regard to working conditions, while also providing some general
recommendations on how to deal with specific offline gig-work.
§5.1. Conclusions
This thesis began with analysing a new type of business model, commonly known as ‘gig-work’,
which consists of individuals who perform ‘gigs’(short tasks or services) on a flexible and irregular
basis through a digital platform which facilitates the whole process. I indicated beforehand that the
digital platforms of Uber and Deliveroo would be the main test cases to substantiate the analysis. By
examining the differences in terminology with regard to gig-work, it became clear that the new
business model does not know only one particular execution, but several. I determined that the
execution displayed by Uber and Deliveroo can be addressed as ‘specific offline gig-work’, which
consists of a specific service offered by a digital platform that is performed physically by a service
provider on an flexible and irregular basis. The nature of the service performance is characterized by
providing the specific offline gig-worker (Uber driver or Deliveroo rider) with a seemingly unlimited
flexibility regarding when and how much he wants to work, while subtle elements of subordination or
supervision by the specific online platforms (Uber or Deliveroo) can be spotted as well. This fuelled a
worldwide discussion on the employment status or legal classification of specific offline gig-workers:
are they employees, self-employed or something else?
This led me to research the legal framework of employee in Dutch labour law and the legal framework
of worker in European labour law, because the unclarity and uncertainty with regard to the legal
classification of specific offline gig-workers would have deprived me of proposing anything
substantive on how to deal with platforms such as Uber and Deliveroo in the Netherlands in terms of
employment law. The Dutch legal framework showed to use the contract of employment to be the
primary gateway to claiming the status of employee and employment protection. Determining the
existence of such a contract has to be done by assessing the intention of the parties when entering into
the legal relationship in question and by examining the actual execution of the relationship. The
crucial element in that regard is subordination, otherwise one will be classified as self-employed. In
European labour law the general concept of ‘worker’ is used to grant one labour protection, which
consists of similar criteria as the contract of employment in Dutch labour law. Assessing its
applicability is only based on the actual execution of the relationship, providing a broader scope of
application than the Dutch legal framework.
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Applying these two frameworks to determine the legal classification of Uber drivers and Deliveroo
riders in Dutch and European labour law resulted in two assessments. Both primarily focused on
assessing if the legal relationship between the platforms and the specific offline gig-workers meets the
requirement of subordination.
The assessment in Dutch labour law dealt firstly with the intention of the parties. The platforms clearly
intend to conclude a contract of services by explicitly stating in that way in the contracts or terms and
conditions they unilaterally impose, while the intention of the driver or rider remains unknown until it
is individually assessed. In other words, no decisive meaning can be given to the intention of the
parties. Secondly, assessing the actual execution of the legal relationship showed that while it on the
surface may seem like both drivers and riders are not subordinate to Uber and Deliveroo because of
several indicators such as their extremely flexible working hours and the presumed lack of
management or control, this is definitely not the case. On the contrary, Uber and Deliveroo use data
driven technology in the form of algorithms and rating systems to track drivers and riders when they
are working, monitor their performances and encourage or influence their working hours. Uber and
Deliveroo have introduced a new way of working accompanied with a new way of control, but control
is still control. Also, controlling the drivers and riders is simply necessary for Uber and Deliveroo to
maintain a high quality image. Furthermore, the fact that drivers and riders do not determine their
remuneration even more strongly substantiates the conclusion that they do not conduct their own
business, but are working for the platforms in a subordinate position. The legal relationship of drivers
and riders with Uber and Deliveroo should be classified as constituting a contract of employment, thus
classifying them as employees in Dutch labour law.
The assessment in European labour law did not provide any real surprises. It showed that the activity
drivers and riders perform cannot be classified as an activity in a self-employed capacity, because they
do not determine the choice of activity, the working conditions and the conditions of remuneration.
Also, their service performance belongs to the core business of both platforms, while the content and
execution of the service is unilaterally organized and determined by Uber and Deliveroo. In other
words, drivers and riders have almost nothing to say with regard to their service performance, apart
from influencing their working hours, leading to my conclusion that the existence of a subordination
link is present. They should be classified as workers in European labour law.
Moreover, both frameworks are imbedded in a binary system: one is either an employee or selfemployed, an intermediate or third category does not exist. The European Commission indicated that
using more categories could be desirable with regard to regulating atypical employment, while I
argued that doing so would only create new problems and uncertainty. The Dutch legal system has
shown to expand the scope of labour protection to flexible labour relationships which deviate from
traditional employment, rather than using more than two categories of worker.
§5.2. Recommendations
Determining the legal classification of Uber drivers and Deliveroo was the first step in reaching the
goal of this thesis: recommending how to regulate platforms such as Uber and Deliveroo in the
Netherlands. I chose to focus this part on one specific theme: working conditions. By researching three
European directives on working conditions, more specifically the Framework Directive on health and
safety, the Working Time Directive and the Directive on the organization of working time of persons
performing mobile road transport activities (hereafter: the Working Time Directive on Road
Transport), and the transposed Dutch legislation based on those directives, I researched what
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protection is granted to drivers and riders. Generally speaking, classifying both drivers and riders as
employees in Dutch labour law and workers in line with the general European concept makes them fall
within the personal scope and thus protective boundaries of labour law. In other words, their legal
status allows them to derive rights and entitlements from the directives and the national laws of the
Netherlands as if they are regular employees and workers, apart from the Working Time Directive on
Road Transport because drivers and riders do not fall within its material scope. It is true that drivers
and riders are not regular employees but atypical ones, therefore it was also necessary to research if
the provided protection by the directives and Dutch legislation was sufficient or not.
The atypical nature of a specific offline gig-worker such as a driver or rider and the work he performs,
does not pose any problems with regard to the Framework Directive or the Working Conditions Act
and Decree in Dutch labour law. Work should be performed in a healthy and safe environment,
without exposing the individuals who perform the work to risks which could compromise their health
and safety, regardless of their legal status or atypical employment relationship, drivers and riders no
different. Therefore, Uber and Deliveroo are obliged to comply with the Working Conditions Act and
Decree as to ensure the health and safety of drivers and riders. In practical terms, Uber and Deliveroo
must ensure the road safety of drivers and riders as far as can be expected from them, taking into
account the own responsibility of drivers and riders to comply with traffic rules.
The Working Time Directive proved to be a more difficult piece of legislation in relation to specific
offline gig-work. This directive contributes to the health and safety of workers by ensuring them
entitlements to primarily minimum rest periods, maximum weekly working hours and paid annual
leave. Drivers and riders, whose service performance constitutes working time, are in principle entitled
to those rights, but the Working Time Directive provides the possibility for the Member States to
derogate from the first two. To execute specific offline gig-work, the essential requirement of
providing extremely flexible working hours has to be met, otherwise the business model would not
function. Theoretically, it is possible for a driver or rider to work as much as he wants, thereby
surpassing the limit for maximum weekly working hours, something the Working Time Directive and
the Working Hours Act allow. Drivers and riders are keen to work long hours, because their work does
not pay well. This is what worries me, this is where the flexibility of specific offline gig-work may
jeopardize the health and safety of the workers in question.
Here, I detect a void where the protection could be insufficient, drivers and riders should not be able to
work endless long days. Their entitlement to the minimum wage will be an even stronger incentive to
work more, something they cannot resist. I would impose on their employers an additional duty of
care, by doing so giving platforms as Uber and Deliveroo the responsibility to ensure that their
employees do not work too much. I would furthermore argue that this is a logical consequence of
using a business model which allows your employees to be so free. A line has to be drawn to protect
their health and safety properly without disrupting the business model. This means that the platforms
have to keep track of the working hours of every employee who all work irregularly, but they track
and monitor each employee anyway, so keeping an overview will most likely not be a problem.
Both directives and the Dutch legislation based on those have shown that both the European legal
system and the Dutch legal system are capable of dealing with specific offline gig-work and the
classification of specific offline gig-workers as employees and workers. Nonetheless, I explored the
idea of adding a new category of worker to the current binary system of both legal systems. My
preliminary advise was negative, because creating a new category of worker would disrupt both
systems, give rise to new problems and uncertainty regarding the regulatory framework of governing
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work. I went on trying to substantiate that advise by researching if using such a third category is
worthwhile when trying to regulate specific offline gig-work with regard to working conditions.
Both the Framework and Working Time Directive and Dutch legislation are primarily aimed at
providing protection for employees, not other persons who perform work. But it depends on the
personal scope to determine if protection that can be derived from a directive and therefore Dutch
legislation can be expanded or not. The Framework Directive has a wider personal scope than the
Working Time Directive, because it has been giving a broad meaning to the term ‘worker’, while the
Working Time Directive has not. This has consequences for the national legislation that is adopted on
the basis of the directives and the personal scope it has given to those implemented laws. It is therefore
no coincidence that the Working Conditions Act has a broader personal scope than the Working Hours
Act.
Of course, laws can be amended and personal scopes could be broadened. However, one must realize
what kind of impact such a turnover would have on the existing system of labour law protection. The
Working Time Directive on Road Transport I researched, illustrated how impractical it is to work with
a third category. Here, the notion of false self-employed was proposed to be added to the personal
scope of the directive, serving as a category between the mobile worker who worked and the selfemployed. This conflicted with the general Working Time Directive, because it only applies to
workers. No, disrupting the entire system by adding a third category for the sake of regulating one way
of working is disproportionate and cannot be a viable solution.216 More importantly, it is not necessary
to do so.
Hence, I believe that dealing with platforms which operate like Uber and Deliveroo in general must be
sought in our current system. I stated before that within that system the contract of employment is the
primary gateway to the protection of Dutch labour law. This is where regulating specific offline gigwork should be focused on: recognizing that it actually is an employment relationship. The previous
paragraphs of this chapter showed that drivers and riders fall within the scope of EU Directives and
the implemented Dutch legislation based on it, because they work on the basis of a contract of
employment and are thus granted protection. One could argue to simply leave it at that: they are
employees, so they are protected. But that would be too easy and unsatisfying, considering the fact
that specific offline gig-work clearly entails a new way of working.
When given the classification of employee, our system allows us to differentiate between several ways
of performing work, by doing so creating different types of employees within the category of
employee itself and thus creating different employment relationships. These relationships deviate from
the traditional or standard employment relationship (consistent, full-time unlimited employment at one
place of work) by being ‘precarious’ and atypical. The list is so far not exhaustive: No.7 of the
Community Charter of Fundamental and Social Rights mentions ‘fixed-term contracts, part-time work,
temporary work and seasonal work’. But this can most certainly be extended to include further
groups.217 De Stefano argued that it is essential to consider how many important dimensions of work
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in the gig-economy share similar attributes with other non-standard forms of employment.218
Illustratively, the employment relationship based on a zero-hours contract is not so different from
specific offline gig-work.219 Employees who work on the basis of a zero-hours contract are normally
obliged to accept work offered to them, while specific offline gig-workers are not. That is exactly the
new found flexibility attribute of specific offline gig-work: they are hired on the basis that they are not
obliged to accept work offered to them by their employers (Uber/Deliveroo for example), who have
displaced the risk of unavailability of these individuals by establishing a pool of workers they can call
on.220 Therefore, I would suggest to recognize specific offline gig-work as a new atypical employment
or flexible labour relationship and regulate it in general accordance with existing flexible labour
relationships such as zero-hours contracts, while of course creating a specific regulatory framework.
This way of regulating specific offline gig-work would not need any legislative action on the
European level, as no existing European legislation would have to amended and no legislation would
have to be adopted. Until now, there have not been any directives concerning on-call contracts and
zero-hours contracts either. The European legislator could of course choose to harmonize the
legislation of Member States on these particular topics and thus also with regard to specific offline
gig-work, but it is not necessary for now. The Dutch legislator does have to step up to incorporate
specific offline gig-work in our current regulatory framework of labour protection.
Lastly, I need to emphasize that recognizing specific offline gig-work as a flexible labour relationship
is not a solution for the entire concept of gig-work. It depends on the organization and execution of the
platform in question if it is suitable for regulating it like I suggested with regard to working conditions
and in general. Platforms which operate similarly to Uber and Deliveroo engage in an employeremployee relationship what makes regulating them in terms of employment law not only possible, but
also necessary. Again, not all platforms are organized this way, some are definitely just operating as
intermediaries. Thus, it is important to acknowledge that regulating work in the gig-economy cannot
be done in general, but needs a systematic and platform-orientated approach.
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